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今天的天气真好，阳光明媚。

我决定去公园走走，呼吸新鲜空气。

远处的湖水波光粼粼，倒映出蓝天白云。
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Introduction

If in the case of different Chinese-Japanese words the frequent identity of sound is perplexing to the ear, much more are the similarities of form in the case of the so-called “grass character” bewildering to the eye. The earliest impression is apt to be that sosho is calligraphy reduced to chaos. A study of the present book, however, will reveal something of the method latent in this beautiful madness; and, by showing that the cursive script—elusive as it is and liable to be varied by the individual caprice or imperfect skill of the writer—possesses more definiteness of type and precision of form than at first appeared, may rob it of some of its terrors and provide a clue to its gradual mastery.

The European student, it is true, approaches this subject at a great disadvantage. A Japanese grows up from childhood with specimens of sosho around him, and later has its forms impressed on his memory by the necessity of continual writing. By daily sight and use it becomes for him second nature. The foreigner on the other hand must in general confine himself to the passive, though important, accomplishment of reading the grass character. He has but little obligation or occasion to write it; and lacking dexterity he shrinks from murdering this art for which the Japanese enjoys an inherited aptitude both manual and mental. In short, being to the manner neither born nor bred, he must inevitably be to a large extent a conscious and laborious learner. Hence the value for him of outside assistance. He may in part become his own teacher, in part rely on Japanese books and teaching; but assuredly all foreign students will gratefully welcome and derive profit from the first aid afforded by the suggestive system of sosho study developed in the following pages.

British Embassy,
Tokyo.
December, 1912.

E. M. HOBART-HAMPDEN.
Preface

This volume is a humble attempt to place before European students of Japanese a compendium of the writer's experiences in the study of sosho. No book on this particular branch of the Japanese written language seems to have been published in any European tongue, and it is with considerable diffidence that the writer attempts to make good the deficiency; it is hoped, however, that the method here adopted of attacking the cursive form of Japanese script—usually considered the final, and most heart-breaking stage of, (to quote Professor B. H. Chamberlain), "the most intricate system of writing now extant upon our planet"—may simplify to some extent the foreign student's labours.

One virtue the present book undoubtedly possesses, namely the actual sosho characters inscribed in it. While the author takes full responsibility for all faults in method, selection, and arrangement, he can but point with pride to the beautiful examples of penmanship which adorn the pages of his volume. They are the work of a past-master in the art, Mr. Seikuro Nakajima, formerly of the Nobles' School, and for many years the teacher of writing to His Majesty the present Emperor of Japan. The author is fully sensible of his good fortune in securing these examples of Mr. Nakajima's wonderful skill, and cannot thank him sufficiently for his work and valuable time.

The author's very grateful thanks are also due to Mr. E. M. Hobart-Hampden, Japanese Secretary and Second Secretary to H. B. M. Embassy, Tokyo, and to the author's friend and teacher, Mr. Terukichi Harakawa, of Tokyo, formerly writer to H. B. M. Embassy; without the former's encouragement and advice the work would never have been undertaken, and without the latter's constant and ungrudging assistance during many months, it could never have been carried to a conclusion.

The following works have been consulted:
   Chamberlain's "Introduction to the Study of Japanese Writing."
   Lay's "Chinese Characters."
   Strong's "Common Chinese-Japanese Characters."
   The "Kan-Wa Dai-ji-rin," published by the Ikubunsha, Tokyo.
Explanations of Method, Arrangement, etc.

1.—The book is divided into four Parts, as follows:

Part I deals with the sosho forms of the more important radicals, with a few examples of each radical in composition. Taking similarities of form as a basis, these radicals have been divided into 17 Groups, the radicals contained in each Group resembling each other wholly or partially. Ten of the 79 radicals dealt with do not lend themselves to this treatment, and have consequently been inserted separately, as Independent Radicals, after the seventeenth group. The total number of characters contained in Part I is 436.

Part II attacks the subject from a somewhat different standpoint, assistance from phonetics, rather than from radicals, being called upon, and the former grouped together according to the number of their strokes. The term “component” has been preferred to “phonetic,” however, as a small proportion of the examples given cannot be classed under the latter heading. The components dealt with number 152, ranging from 2 to 19 strokes, and on them have been based 705 characters.

Part III is partly recapitulation, only 100 new characters being dealt with. It appeared convenient to give lists of characters liable to be mistaken for each other, and Section A in this Part gives a list of such characters, selected on account of their resemblance in kaisho; the list given on pp. 392—394 of Chamberlain’s “Introduction to the Study of Japanese Writing” has been only slightly amplified. Section B contains a list of characters whose similarity lies in their sosho forms.

Part IV is in the nature of an appendix, and consists of 563 characters arranged under their radicals. The list includes, (i), characters whose formation has not suggested any explanation or treatment analogous to those advanced in the first three Parts of the book: and, (ii), characters whose frequent occurrence seemed to warrant their separate representation, although their constituent parts had been already dealt with.

2.—The book does not profess to be a sosho dictionary, though it is hoped that most of those characters which figure frequently in Japanese letters are included. Although no general index is given, any particular character in the book may be readily found: its radical may be looked up in its numerical order in Part IV, or in the Index of Radicals contained in Part I; if the character possesses a component dealt with in Part II, it may be sought for there; and a separate index of the characters contained in Part III has been compiled.

3.—The usual ON and kun of each character have been inserted, but with the exception of a few in Part I, no English equivalents; the latter were not considered necessary as an assistance in recognizing the characters. The ON are shown in capitals, and the kun in italics.

4.—Cross-references have been inserted liberally in Part I, and it is suggested that every reference given be looked up; the sosho forms will be more firmly impressed on the memory by this means. These references have been generally omitted in the subsequent Parts, but the reader, (as explained in paragraph 2 above), should have no difficulty in looking up any character with which he wishes to institute a comparison.

5.—An attempt has been made to limit the number of sosho forms of each character as far as possible; in Parts I and II, where more than one form is given, the more usual form has been placed on the left of the kaisho form, and other variations shown on the right. A few sosho forms, for which no definite authority exists beyond common usage, are indicated by the character 俗, ZOKU, placed beneath them.
Part I
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### GROUP XI.
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2. Ono-zukuri (舟).
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5. Ōzato (舟).
6. Ōgai (舟).

### GROUP XII.

1. Boku-zukuri (舟).
2. Ru-mata (舟).

### GROUP XIII.

1. Tama-hen (只).
2. Sō-nyū (足).
3. Kane-hen (金).

### GROUP XIV.

1. Ishi-hen (石).
2. Hiyomi-no-tori (酉).

### GROUP XV.

1. Shimesu-hen (示).
2. Mimi-hen (耳).
3. Fune-hen (舟).
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### GROUP XVI.

1. Take-kammuri (刀).
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### GROUP XVII.

1. Kai-hen (只), [Dai, おきい (大)].
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<td>94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GROUP I

1. NIM-BEN.  2. NI-SUI.  3. GYŌ-NIMBEN.
4. SAN-ZUI.  5. HIKI.  6. GOM-BEN.
7. ASHI-HEN.  8. KOZATO-HEN.

Certain sosho forms of the first, second, third, fourth and sixth radicals in this group are identical; the fifth and seventh radicals are indistinguishable in both forms, one of which corresponds with the commonest form of the sixth; the eighth radical, from its simplicity, and distinct resemblance in one of its forms to the second radical, falls naturally into this group.

1. NIM-BEN.

(1) SHI, tsukamatsuru.  (2) FU, tsuku.  (3) KA, nani.

Both sosho forms of the radical are clearly shown in the three examples above; cf. (2) with the second radical in Group III, and (3) with Part II, No. 4 (xii).
A digression is necessary here, before proceeding with the second radical of the group, to investigate this radical when it is not doing duty as NIM-BEN,—and similar digressions will be found necessary throughout Part I.

(a) As the character NIN, hito, (4), its sōsho and kaisho forms are not unlike each other, and the former is easily recognizable.

(b) In the shape of HITO-KAMMURI, the radical has several alternative sōsho forms:

(5) KON, ima. (6) KI, kuwadateru. (7) REI, seshimeru.

Cf. (6) with Part III, Section B, No. 17; and (7) with Part IV, No. 15, character (1307). No other comment is necessary on these examples, but the reader's attention must now be directed to two comparatively unimportant radicals which resemble HITO-KAMMURI in sōsho: these are (i) TO-KAMMURI (歩); and (ii) NYŪ-GASHIRA (歩).

(i) The former has one sōsho form distinct; but the alternative form is identical with the third form given of HITO-KAMMURI:
PART 1.—GROUP 1.

(8) EKI, mata. (9) KYŌ, miyako.

(ii) There are three sōsho forms of NYŪ-GASHIRA, but they are by no means easy to recognize, and are only inserted here because the first is identical with the resembling forms of HITO-KAMMURI and TO-KAMMURI.

(10) ZEN, mattai. (11) NAI, uchi. (12) RYŌ, futatsu.

This radical is the character for "to enter," and is written thus :

(13) NYŪ, iru.

Our investigations of the radical NIM-BEN having led us somewhat far afield, we return here to the second radical of the group, viz: NI-SUI.

2. NI-SUI.
PART I.—GROUP I.

(14) KETSU, sadameru. (15) KYŌ, iwan-ya. (16) RYŌ, shinogu.

The sōsho forms of the radical, showing the gradual merging of the two dots into a single line, with the consequent resemblance to other radicals in this group, are well illustrated by these three examples. Note that though (14) is given by some authorities under SAN-ZUI, the fourth radical of this group, its sōsho forms will not differ, the identity of SAN-ZUI and NI-SUI in the cursive hand having been already pointed out.

The common character for “winter” presents an exceptional position of the radical NI-SUI, which may well be memorized here:

(17) Tō, fuyu.

3. GYŌ-NIMBEN.

(18) Ō, yuku. (19) GO, nochi. (20) TOKU, eru. (21) Jū, shitagau.

Four forms of this radical are illustrated above. Note the very abbreviated way of writing (20). Cf. (18) with Part II, No. 4 (ii).
4. SAN-ZUI.

(22) SA, suna. (23) TA, —. (24) JI, osameru. (25) CHU, sosogu.

The only practical differences in the sosho forms of this radical consist in the degree in which the three dots merge into one another. Cf. (24) and (25) with Part II, Nos. 4 (xiv) and 4 (ii) respectively.

This radical must be remembered also as the character for "water," in which shape it occasionally occurs in the composition of other characters:—

(26) SU1, mizu. (27) EI, nagai. (28) SEN, izumi.

The original sosho form of (26) is clearly seen in both (27) and (28).
PART I.—GROUP I.

5. HIKI.

(29) SO, utoi.  (30) SO, orosoka.

Cf. (30) with Part III, Section A, No. 41.

This unimportant radical has few characters classed under it; the two examples given are occasionally met with, and illustrate the two sōsho forms of the radical, the first of which is practically identical with the commonest form of the next radical in the group,—GOM-BEN.

When used as a character, this radical represents a numeral for pieces of cloth, or for animals.

(31) SHO, hiki.
6. GOM-BEN.


Cf. (32) and (35) with Part II, Nos. 2 (iv) and 4 (xiii) respectively; cf. (36) with Independent Radical No. VIII at the end of Part I.

The five *soshō* forms of the radical given are used indiscriminately, and can be considered as interchangeable.

This radical must be memorized also as the character for "to say" :-

(37) GON, *tu.*
PART 1.—GROUP 1.

It occurs at times below, instead of to the left of, characters of which it forms part, as:

言えええ 腹膨 (38) 腹膨 (39) 腹膨 (40)

(38) TO, utsusu. (39) KEI, imashimeru. (40) YO, homeru.

Cf. (38) and (39) with characters (233) and (234) in Group VIII, No. 8. As an aid to memory, it may be remarked that the third sōsho form given above is very nearly the same as that of the character with the same meaning, UN, iu, (41), written thus:

云云 (41)

7. ASHI-HEN.

立跡 (42) 法路 (43)
PART. I.—GROUP I.

(42) SEKI, ato.  (43) RO, michi.

Cf. (43) with Part II, No. 5 (iv).

The independent character SOKU, ashi, (44), must be memorized here, with several alternative forms:

\[
\text{足 \begin{figure} [h] \includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{soku.png} \end{figure}}
\]

One of these forms persists when the radical occurs below the character of which it forms part:

\[
\text{足 \begin{figure} [h] \includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{soku-below.png} \end{figure}}
\]

(45) KEN, nayamu.

Note the double connection that exists between ASHI-HEN and GOM-BEN, in that there are practically identical sōsho forms of each radical whether the radical occurs on the left, or underneath.

8. KOZATO-HEN.

\[
\text{\begin{figure} [h] \includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{kozato.png} \end{figure}}
\]
PART I.—GROUP 1.

(46) FU, tsuku. (47) CH1N, nōberu. (48) GEN, kagiri.

Cf. (47) with Part III, Section A, No. 16; and (48) with Part II, No. 5 (xx). Remember the first sōsho form of the radical as being somewhat similar to the first forms given of the three preceding radicals in this group, minus the dash above, and with the main down-stroke longer; the second form, as already pointed out, might well be mistaken for NISUI, but the third form is quite distinctive.

The independent character FU, oka, (49), bearing only a superficial resemblance to the radical in its HEN form, should be remembered in this context:

![Character Image]

(49)
1. BEKI-GASHIRA.

The sōshō forms of the first radical in this group are indistinguishable from what is probably the most usual form of the second. (Cf. also Part III, Section A, No. 49).

1. BEKI-GASHIRA.

(50) KWAN, kammuri. (51) SHA, utsusu.
Cf. (50) with Part III, Section A, No. 15.
Note the very abbreviated form of (51); this character is classed by some authorities under another radical,—U-KAMMURI, (Group IX).

2. MON-GAMAЕ.

(52) (53) (54) (55)
PART I.—GROUP III.

(52) HEI, tojiru. (53) KAI, hiraku. (54) KAN, aida. (55) KAKU, takadono.

Cf. (54) with Group VI, No. 2; and (55) with Part II, No. 5 (iv).

The general shape of the second and fourth sōshō forms, as exemplified in (54) and (55), is easily recognizable from its resemblance to the kaishō form; as already stated, however the more abbreviated forms are generally used.

This latter form is even used, with very little alteration, to represent the radical when used as the character for "gate," though the other forms are also found:—

\[ \text{門} \]

(56) MON, kado.
GROUP III

1. RIT-TŌ.  2. SUN-TSUKURI.

Two of the sōshē forms given of each radical are identical; but the third forms, based on the original kaishō, are dissimilar.

1. RIT-TŌ.

(57) RETSU, tsuraneru.  (58) BETSU, wakareru.  (59) R1, toshī.  (60) ZEN, mae.

All the examples should be thoroughly mastered, especially (58) and (60), which are of constant occurrence.

Cf. (57) with Group VIII, No. 4, and distinguish it from (58).

This radical occurs also as the independent character TŌ, katana, (61),
in which form it is found to the right of, and below, characters of which it forms part:

(62) BUN, wakeru.  (63) SETSU, kiru.  (64) SHO, hajime.  (65) KEN, tegata.

Though somewhat irregular, the examples given all show the radical fairly clearly.

Cf. (64) with Group XV, No. 4.

2. SUN-TSUKURI.
PART I.—GROUP III.

(66) Fū, tsutsumu. (67) Tāi, kōtaeru. (68) Sha, iru.

Note particularly (66) and (67),—both constantly recurring in Japanese letters. Cf. (68) with Group XV, No. 5.

This radical occurs below, as well as to the right, and is also found independently as the character, Sun,—, (69), viz:—

寸寸 (69)

The following examples illustrate its employment when occurring below characters of which it forms part:—

寸る川将将 (70) 将将

(70) Shō, masa ni. (71) Sen, moppara. (72) Son, tatōi. (73) Jīn, tazuneru.

The radical is fairly easy to distinguish in most of the examples.

Cf. (71) with Part III, Section A, No. 13, character (1160).
This is a somewhat composite group. The first, second, third and sixth radicals are related, the main down-stroke being apparent in all, and the differences lying in the manner of making the horizontal stroke,—with additional variations in some of the forms of the sixth radical.

The fourth radical, a very important one, is included in the group not on account of a resemblance to the others in its HEN form, but because it is identical with the third radical when they both occur—as they very frequently do,—below the characters of which they form part. The connection of the fourth radical with this group being thus established, the inclusion of the fifth, which is very similar to it in its HEN form, follows naturally.

1. Jū.

(74) KYŌ, kanou. (75) HAKU, hiroi.

Cf. (75) with Part III, Section A, No. 13, character (1159).

This radical, which is the numeral for "ten," is easily recognizable in its sosho form,—

(76) Jū, tō.
PART I.—GROUP IV.

The radical occurs frequently in positions other than to the left, as the following examples will show:

\[ \begin{array}{c}
+ + & 千 & 千 & 千 & (77) \\
午 & 午 & 午 & (78) \\
半 & 半 & 半 & 半 & (79) \\
卒 & 卒 & 卒 & 卒 & (80)
\end{array} \]

(77) SEN, chi. (78) GO, uma. (79) HAN, nakaba. (80) SOTSU, owaru.

Note the second, exceptional, form of (80). The above characters are all of constant occurrence, and it will probably be found that they are easily remembered without any assistance from the radical contained in them.

Cf. the first form of (80) with Part II, No. 7 (ii).

2. KIM-PEN.

\[ \begin{array}{c}
巾 & 布 & 布 & 布 & 布 & 布 & 布 & 布 & (81) \\
幅 & 幅 & 幅 & 幅 & 幅 & 幅 & 幅 & 幅 & (82) \\
帐 & 帐 & 帐 & 帐 & 帐 & 帐 & 帐 & 帐 & (83)
\end{array} \]
PART I.—GROUP IV.

(81) CHŌ, —. (82) FUKU, haba. (83) CHŌ, tobari.

The radical is clearly apparent throughout. Cf. (81) and (82), with Part II, Nos. 4 (ix) and 8 (ix) respectively; and (83) with Part IV, No. 168.

The radical as the independent character KIN, haba, (84), is written thus:—

![KIN radical](image)

The following examples show it in positions other than to the left:—

![Examples with KIN radical](image)

(85) FU, nuno. (86) KI, mare. (87) TEI, mikado.

Cf. (87) with Part II, No. 7 (xi), noting the difference in both kaisho and sosho.
PART I.—GROUP IV.

3. RISHIM-BEN.

(i)

(88) Bō, isogashii. (89) KWA1, kokoroyoi. (90) ETSU, yorokobu. (91) KAN, uramu.

Cf. (89), (90), and (91) with Part II, Nos. 3 (vii), 6 (iii), and 8 (ii) respectively; but note the difference in both kaisho and sosho, in the case of (91).

(ii) The independent character for “heart” is written thus:—

(92) SHIN, kokoro,

and in this form the radical is of very frequent occurrence; the following are examples:—
The prevalence of the form consisting merely of a single horizontal line is apparent. Cf. (94) with Group I, No. 1, character (5), (96) with No. 111 of the independent radicals at the end of Part I, and (97) with Part II, Section A, No. 35.

(iii) The radical for "heart" has yet another form in combination, which is illustrated in the following examples:—
(98) TEN, kataikenai. (99) KYŌ, uyauyashii. (100) BO, shitau.
Cf. (98) with Part III, Section B, No. 21.

The first two characters are of constant occurrence in letters. Note that the alternative sósho form of the radical in this shape resembles one of the forms when the radical occurs in the shape of the character for "heart,"—an assistance in recognizing it.
Cf. (100) with Part II, No. 10 (v).

4. HI-HEN (REN-GWA).

(i) 疾煩 (101) 煙
燃焼 (102)

(101) HAN, wazurawasu. (102) EN, kemuri. (103) SHŌ, yaku.
Note well (101), of very frequent occurrence in letters, and cf. with Group XI, No. 6.
Cf. (103) with Part II, No. 11 (i).

(ii) The independent character for "fire" is written thus:

空火 (104)

(104) KWA, hi, and it occurs in this shape in combination, though the sósho forms are rather more abbreviated.
PART I.—GROUP IV.

火災大是災災（105）
炭（106）
炎炎（107）

(105) SAI, wazawai. (106) TAN, sumi. (107) EN, honō.

Cf. (106) with Part III, Section B, No. 17, and (107) with Part II, No. 7 (xvi).

(iii) Like the preceding radical for "heart," this radical has a third shape in combination, termed REN-GWA. Examples of this form are as follows:

（108）ZEN, shikari. (109) MU, nai. (110) JUKU, umu. (111) NETSU, atsui.
PART I.—GROUP IV.

Cf. (108) with Part III, Section B, No. 23, and (110) and (111) with Part II, No. 2 (i), characters (444) and (443) respectively,—noting the difference in the latter two. Observe also the second, exceptional, form of (109).

The prevalence of the sōsha form consisting of a single horizontal line is as apparent in this case as with the preceding radical.

5. YAHEN.

![Character Image]

(112) TAN, mijikai. (113) CHI, shiru.

Note the exceptional forms of (113), and cf. with Group VI, No. 1.

The independent character is written thus:

![Character Image]

(114) SHI, ya.

6. MUSHI-HEN.

![Character Image]

(115) BUN, ka. (116) HŌ, hachi. (117) SEN, semi.

Cf. (116) and (117) with Part II, Nos. 6 (v), and 11 (ii).
PART I.—GROUP IV.

The independent character is written thus:—

甲虫 (118) CHU, mushi.

This radical occurs below, and to the right, in addition to its HEN form; examples of such characters are as follows:—

虫 甲虫 (119) 重 重虫 (120) 粪融 (121)

(119) SŌ, nomi. (120) MITSU, —. (121) YŪ, toru.

The sōshō form of the original radical varies only slightly in the above examples, and is easily recognizable. Cf. (119) with Part II, No. 9 (v).
GROUP V

1. GAN-DARE.  2. SHIKABANE-DARE.  3. MA-DARE.  
4. TO-KAMMURI.  5. YAMAI-DARE.

The first, second, and fourth radicals in this group are identical in certain forms; the third is the same with the addition of a dash above, and the fifth has another dash added to the third.

1. GAN-DARE.

(122) GEN, hara.  (123) KŌ, atsui.
The latter character is very common in letters. It will be noticed that the sōshi form of this radical is practically the same as the kaishō form, except that the horizontal stroke is on the left, instead of on the right.

2. SHIKABANE-DARE.

(124) KYOKU, tsubone.  (125) KYO, iru.  (126) OKU, ya.
Cf. (124) and (125) with Group VI, No. 1, and (126) with Part II, No. 5 (xviii), characters (682) and (683).
PART 1.—GROUP V.

3. MA-DARE.

(127) TEN, mise. (128) TAKU, hakaru. (129) JO, tsuide. (130) ZA, idokoro.

Note particularly (128), the character used for expressing the desiderative mood in letters, and its alternative forms. Cf. (127) with Part II, No. 4 (ix); cf. (128) with Part III, Section, B, No. 14; and cf. (130) with Part IV, No. 32, character (1372).

4. TO-KAMMURI.

(131) REI, modoru. (132) SEN, ōgi. (133) SHO, tokoro.
Compare (131) with Group VII, No. 5, and (132) with No. V of the independent radicals at the end of Part I. Note the alternative forms of (133).

A radical dealt with incidentally in Group I is also termed TO-KAMMURI, (←), and must not be confounded with the radical under discussion, which represents the character for "door," and is written thus in sōsho:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{石户} \\
\text{(134) KO, to.}
\end{array}
\]

5. YAMAI-DARE.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{广广病病} \\
\text{病病} \\
\text{療療} \\
\text{(135) HI, tsukare.} \\
\text{(136) BYŌ, yamai.} \\
\text{(137) RYŌ, —.}
\end{array}
\]

Cf. (135) and (137) with Part II, Nos. 4 (xxi) and 11 (iv) respectively.
1. **KUCHI-HEN.**

One *sōsho* form of the first radical in this group is practically identical with the usual form of the second.

---

1. **KUCHI-HEN.**

(138) TOTSU, *hanashi.* (139) KO, *yobu.* (140) MI, *ajiwai.* (141) SHŌ, *saku.*

Cf. (138) with Part II, No. 4 (vi); and (140) with Part III, Section A, No. 40.

This radical is the character for "mouth," and is written thus in its *sōsho* form:

(142) KŌ, *kuchi.*
PART I.—GROUP VI.

It occurs in positions other than to the left, as illustrated below:

囗囗古只古只

(143) KO, *furui.*  (144) SHI, *tada.*

Cf. (143) with Part III, Section A, No. 18.

2. HI-HEN.

日々明

(145) MYŌ, *akiraku.*  (146) SAKU, *kinō.*  (147) BAN, *osoi.*  (148) YŌ, *—.*

Cf. (145) with Group XI, No. 3, and (146) with Part II, No. 4 (iii). The difference between these two characters should be carefully noted, as they are very liable to be confused when written carelessly. Cf. (147) with Part III, Section A, No. 14; and (148) with Part II, No. 13 (iv).
PART I.—GROUP VI.

This radical is the character for "sun," and is written thus in its *sōsho* form:

(149) NICH1, *hi*.

Like the other radical in this group it occurs in positions other than to the left; examples are as follows:


The radical is distinguishable in all the above, except (151), the forms of which should be carefully noted. Cf. (150), (152), and (153) with Part II, Nos. 5 (xiv), 8 (v), and 7 (xiv), respectively.
GROUP VII

PART I.

The sōsho form of the first radical in this group bears a superficial resemblance to the first radical in Group IV; the downward-stroke is, however, shorter, and as it forms a foundation for other radicals—the second, third, and fourth radicals in this group—it has not been included in Group IV. The sōsho form of the second radical in the present group is much the same as the sōsho form of the first, with an extra dash; the third and fourth are practically identical, with a more ornate dash. The fifth radical has a curved down-stroke, the horizontal stroke is drawn from right to left, instead of from left to right as in the preceding four, while the dash remains as in the third and fourth. The sixth radical has the curved down-stroke common with the fifth, but the remaining strokes differ considerably; it has, however, for convenience sake, been included in this group.

1. TSUCHI-HEN.

(154) CHI, tsuchi.  (155) Zō, masu.

Cf. these two characters with Part II, Nos. 2 (ii) and 11 (vi) respectively.

This radical is the character for "earth," and is written thus in sosho.—

(156) DO, tsuchi.
PART I.—GROUP VII.

It has other positions, besides to the left, as follows:—

(157) ZAI, aru. (158) DŌ, —. (159) KEN, katai.

Cf. (158) and (159) with Part II, Nos. 7 (ix) and 7 (xxi) respectively.

2. TE-HEN.

(160) DA, utsu. (161) SETSU, oru. (162) SHŌ, maneku.

Cf. (160) and (162) with Part II, Nos. 1, and 4 (xi) respectively; and (161) with Group XI, No. 2.
PART I.—GROUP VII.

This radical is the character for "hand;" and is written thus in sosho:

(163) SHU, te.

Cf. with Part III, Section B, No. 19.

In addition to its HEN form, this radical has other uses in the formation of characters, viz:

(164) SHO, ukeru. (165) GEKI, utsu.

The first of these two characters is continually occurring, the radical is distinguishable in both forms given, and is also very clear in (165).

3. KATA-HEN.

(166) O, oite. (167) RYO, tabi. (168) SHI, hodokusu.

Note the form of the radical illustrated in (167), with curved down-stroke, resembling the fifth radical of this group.
PART I.—GROUP VII.

The radical as the independent character for "side" is written thus:

\[ \text{ 方 方 (169)} \]

(169) \( \text{Hō, kata, in which form it occurs in the very common character,} \)

\[ \text{方 才 姿 旁 (170)} \]

(170) \( \text{Hō, katagata.} \)

Note the abbreviated form given on the right.

4. KI-HEN.

\[ \text{才 村 村 (171)} \]

(171) \( \text{Zai, —} \)

(172) \( \text{SON, mura.} \)

(173) \( \text{KYOKU, kiwameru.} \)

Cf. (172) with Group III, No. 2; note the sōsho form of (173).
This important radical, the character for "tree," is written thus when standing alone:

(174) BOKU, ki, in which form it is recognizable in the following:

(175) MATSU, Sue.
(176) MI, imada.
(177) EI, sakaeru.

Cf. the first two above with Part III, Section A, No. 40, and (177) with Part II, No. 9 (vii).

5. KEMONO-HEN.
(178) MŌ, takeshi. (179) YŪ, nao. (180) HAN, okasu.
Cf. (178) with Group VIII, No. 1, and note the very abbreviated way of writing (179).
As the character for "dog," this radical is written thus:—

犬犬 (181)

(181) KEN, inu, in which form it occurs to the right of certain characters, as:—

犬犬収状 (182)

犬犬献 (183)

(182) JŌ, fumi. (183) KEN, tatematsu.
Note the very abbreviated form of the latter, and cf. this form of the radical with Group XVII, No. 1 (b).

6. NOGI-HEN.
PART I.—GROUP VII.

(184) SHI, watakushi. (185) I, utsuru. (186) TEI, hodo. (187) SHU, tane.

Cf. (185) with Part II, No. 5 (viii); and (187) with Part IV, No. 166, character (1734);

As the character for "grain" this radical is written thus:

禾

(188)

KWA, ine, in which form it is recognizable in the following characters:

禾禾禾禾禾

(189)

SHU, hiideru. (190) K ō, wara.

Cf. (189) with Part II, No. 6 (xi); and (190) with Part III, Section B, No. 34.
The first, second, fourth, and fifth radicals of this group are identical in their usual sosho forms; the third and sixth lack only the top horizontal stroke in their resemblance to these four, and are, as might be expected from their similarity in kaisho, generally indistinguishable from each other. The seventh and eighth radicals have an additional dash on top—the former's dash being joined, and the latter's separated, from the top horizontal stroke mentioned above; the eighth has also a form without this dash, when it becomes identical with the first, second, fourth, and fifth radicals.

1. KO-HEN.

(191) KO, minashigo. (192) SON, mago.

Cf. (191) with Part 111, Section A, No. 44; and (192) with the fifth radical in the present group, noting its abbreviated sosho form.

As the character for "child," this radical is written thus:—

(193) SH1, ko, in which form it is easily recognizable in the following characters:—
PART I.—GROUP VIII.

2. YUMI-HEN.

Cf. (195) with Group IX, No. 1.

Cf. (199) with Part IV, No. 168, and (200) with Part II, No. 13 (ii).
PART I.—GROUP VIII.

As an independent character this radical is written thus:—

(201) KYŪ, yumi, in a somewhat flattened form of which it is recognizable in the following characters:—

(202) CHŌ, tomurau. (203) TEI, oito.

3. TSUKI-HEN.

(204) FUKU, shitagau. (205) MŌ, oboro. (206) RŌ, oboro.

Cf. (205) and (206) with Part II, Nos. 6 (xiii), and 15 (i), respectively.

This radical, (the character for "moon"), is dealt with again in Group XI, No. 3, which see.
PART I. — GROUP VIII.

4. KATSU-HEN.

(207) SHI, shinu.  (208) BOTSU, shinu.  (209) SHU, koto ni.
Cf. (209) with Part II, No. 5 (xv).

5. ITO-HEN.

(210) YAKU, tsuzumayaka.  (211) NO, osameru.  (212) SHI, kami.
Cf. (210) with Part II, No. 2 (iii), and (211) with Group I, No. 1, character (11).
As the character for "thread" this radical is written thus:—

(213) SHI, ito.
Cf. Part III, Section A, No. 46.
The first of these two forms is commonly used when the radical appears below the character of which it forms part, thus:


Cf. (214) with Part III, Section A, No. 46; and (215), (216) and (217) with Part II, Nos. 4 (ii), 7 (xxi), and 6 (viii), respectively.

6. NIKU-ZUKI.

(218) DATSU, manukareru.  (219) NŌ, atou.  (220) FUKU, hara.
PART I.—GROUP VIII.

Cf. (218) with Part II, No. 6 (iii). Note how the addition of  to the left-hand side of (219) transforms the  sōsho form of the radical into the same shape as the majority of radicals in this group; cf. this character also with Group IV, No. 3, (ii), character (97).

Cf. (220) with character (334) in Group XV, No. 4.

As the character for "flesh" this radical is written thus:

(221) NIKU, shishi.

When occurring below, instead of to the left, its  sōsho forms are as follows:

(222) IKU, yashinau. (223) HAI, senaka. (224) I, —.

Cf. (224) with independent radical No. III at the end of Part I.

7. TSUNO-HEN.

(225) KAI, toku. (226) SHOKU, fureru.
PART I.—GROUP VIII.

Observe that the tsukuri of the first form of (225) is practically the same as character (163) in Group VII, No. 2; confusion in this case, may, however, be avoided by remembering that the radical for “hand” never occurs to the right of a character.

The independent character for “horn” is written thus:

![horn character](227)

(227) KAKU, tsuno.

8. UMA-HEN.

![horse characters](228-230)

(228) CHI, haseru. (229) CHŲ, todomaru. (230) KI, noru.
Cf. these three with Part II, Nos. 2 (ii), 4 (ii), and 4 (xii), [character (545)], respectively.

The character for “horse” is written thus:

![horse character](231)

(231) BA, uma,
PART I.—GROUP VIII.

in which form it appears when not occurring as the HEN of character, viz:—

馬馬馬駒駒駒 (232)

騒騒騒騒騒 (233)

騒騒騒騒騒 (234)


Cf. (233) with character (38), and (234) with (39), in Group I, No. 6; cf. (234) also with Part IV, No. 66, character (1472).

A further comparison may be instituted between (233) and the third and sixth radicals in the present group.
Taking the first radical in this group as a basis, it will be seen that the second is formed by the addition of two dots below, and the third and fourth by a dash cutting the horizontal line,—referring to the sosho forms given in large type; the third and fourth, moreover, are indistinguishable from each other in any form.

1. U-KAMMURI.

(235) TE1, sadameru. (236) GI, yoroshii. (237) AN, yasui.

Cf. (236) with Part II, No. 4 (i), and also with Part III, Section A, No. 3; cf. (237) with independent radical No. 11 at the end of Part I.
2. **ANA-KAMMURI.**

![Characters](image)

(238) **Kū**, *sora*.  (239) **KI**, *ukagau*.  (240) **KYū**, *kiwameru*.

A reference to independent radical No. VI at the end of Part I will help in the memorizing of (239). Cf. (240) with Group XV, No. 5, character (338).

The radical as the independent character for "hole" is written thus:—

![Characters](image)

(241) **KETSU**, *ana*.

3. **TORA-GASHIRA.**

![Characters](image)

(242) **SHO**, *tokoro*.  (243) **RYO**, *toriko*.  (244) **GU**, *omompakaru*.

The abbreviated forms of (242) should be noted.
4. AME-KAMMURI.

(245) UN, kumo.  (246) SETSU, yuki.  (247) DEN, inazuma.

Cf. (245) with character (41) in Group I, No. 6.

As the character for "rain" this radical is written thus:—

(248) U, ame.
GROUP X

1. IN-NYŪ.

The resemblance which exists to a certain extent between these two radicals in kaisho is accentuated in sōsho to the degree of rendering them indistinguishable.

2. SHIN-NYŪ.

(249) EN, nobiru. (250) KEN, tateru.
Cf. the latter with Part II, No. 5 (xvii).

(251) —, made. (252) KWA, sugiru. (253) Yū, asobu.
Cf. (252) with Part II, No. 8 (iii).
GROUP XI

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. SAN-TSUKURI. 2. ONO-TSUKURI. 3. TSUKI-TSUKURI.
4. KEN-TSUKURI. 5. OZATO. 6. OGAI.

The radicals which have been already dealt with in this Part of the book, with the exception of those in Group III, have been included in their various groups on account of fortuitous resemblances in their HEN or KAMMURI forms,—note having been made where necessary of their occurrence in other positions. In the present group, (and also in Group XII), the grouping of the characters has been based upon resemblances in their TSUKURI forms.

The first, fourth, and sixth radicals in this group have one *sosho* form that is common to all three; the third and fifth, though appreciably different from these, are practically indistinguishable from each other, while the second radical might be termed a somewhat simpler form of what all the others are,—a crooked vertical line.

1. SAN-TSUKURI.

(254) KE1, *katachi*. (255) SA1, *irodoru*. (256) K1, *kage*.

Cf. (256) with Part IV, No. 72, character (1485).
PART I.—GROUP XI.

2. ONO-ZUKURI.

(257) SHI, kono. (258) SHIN, atarashii. (259) DAN, kotowaru.

Cf. (257) with Part IV, No. 12, character (1303). Note the abbreviated forms of (259)

As an independent character, this radical is written thus:—

(260) KIN, ono.

and the following character may be remembered at the same time:—

(261) SEKI, shirizokeru.
3. TSUKI-ZUKURI.

(262) CHŌ, asa.  (263) KI, ataru.  (264) YŪ, aru.
Cf. (262) with Part II, No. 7 (xx).  Cf. (263) with (257) in No. 2 of this group, and also with Part IV, No. 12, character (1303).
There are innumerable forms of (264), besides those given.
As the character for "moon," this radical is written thus:

(265) GETSU, tsuki.

In its HEN form this radical has already been dealt with in Group VIII, No. 3.

4. KEN-TSUKURI.
PART I.—GROUP XI.

(266)JI, tsugi. (267) KIN, yorokobu. (268) YOKU, hossuru.
Cf. (266) with Group I, No. 2; and (268) with Part II, No. 6 (xiv).
As an independent character, this radical is written thus:—

欠欠欠 (269)

(269) KETSU, kakeru.

5. ÖZATO.

(270) Rō, —. (271) BU, —. (272) Yū, —.
Cf. (272) with Part II, No. 7 (v).
As an independent character this radical is written thus:—

邑邑 (273)

(273) Yū, mura.
PART I.—GROUP XI.

6. ŌGAI.

(274) KEI, koro. (275) CHŌ, itadaki. (276) TON, yagata.

As an independent character this radical is written thus:---

(277) KETSU, kōbe.

Note that the sōsho form of the radical as an independent character is identical with that of the fourth radical in this group as an independent character, plus a horizontal stroke above.
GROUP XII

1. BOKU-ZUKURI.

2. RU-MATA.

In their sosho forms these two radicals are practically indistinguishable.

1. BOKU-ZUKURI.

(278) SHU, osameru.  (279) KAI, aratameru.  (280) KO, yue.  (281) KYO, oshieru.

(282) KO, semeru.

Cf. (279) and (282) with Part III, Section B, No. 26. Note the exceptional form of (280) given on the right. Cf. (281) with Group VIII, No. 1.
2. RU-MATA.

(283) DAN,—. (284) SATSU, korosu. (285) DEN, dono.

Note well all the forms given of (283). Cf. (284) with Group VII, No. 4, and (285) with Group V, No. 2.
GROUP XIII

PART I.

1. TAMA-HEN.

A somewhat arbitrary group. Observe, however, that the principal form given of the third radical in the group is very much the same as the invariable form of the first, with the addition of a dash above; the other forms of KANE-HEN are all fairly common. One of the alternative forms of the second radical in the group shows the loop in the vertical stroke, (which is the most distinctive feature of the first and third radicals), and is therefore included; note, however, its other forms.

2. SŌ-NYŪ.

3. KANE-HEN.

1. TAMA-HEN.

(286) CHIN, mezurashii. (287) GEN, arawareru. (288) R1, osameru.

Cf. (286) with Part II, No. 4 (v), and also with Part III, Section B, No. 20. Cf. (287) with independent radical No. VI at the end of Part I; cf. (288) with Part IV, No. 166, character (1733).

This radical, when employed as a character, is written thus:—

(289) GYOKU, tama.
This form is easily recognizable in the two following examples:

(290) み, kimi.  (291) HEKI, tama.

Cf. (290) with Part II, No. 4 (ii), (noting the addition of a dot with the latter), and (291) with Part II, No. 12 (vii).

2. SŌ-NYŪ.

(292) ず, omomuku.  (293) き, okoru.  (294) SHU, omomuki.

Cf. (293) with Part II, No. 2 (iv); and (294) with Part IV, No. 29, character (1346).

As an independent character this radical is written thus:

(295) Sō, hashiru.
3. KANE-HEN.

(296) SHIN, hari. (297) TETSU, kurogane. (298) GIN, shirogane.

Note an alternative form of (297), given in Part II, No. 4 (xxii), character (598); cf. (298) with Part II, No. 5 (xxi).

As the character for "metal" this radical is written thus:—

(299) KIN, kane.

The radical occurs in this form occasionally, as illustrated in the following examples:—

(300) FU, kama. (301) Ō, minagoroshi.
1. **ISHI-HEN.**

The sōsho form of the second radical of this group, when occurring to the left, is practically identical with the principal sōsho form of the first. It will be noticed that both radicals are also used in other positions.

---

1. **ISHI-HEN.**


Cf. (303) with Part II, No. 4 (vii). Cf. (304) and (305) with independent radicals Nos. VI and VIII, respectively, at the end of Part I.

As the character for "stone," this radical is written thus:

(306) SEKI, *ishi,*
in which form it is recognizable in the following:—

(307) HEKI, midori.  (308) MA, migaku.

Cf. (307) with Group XIII, No. 1; and (308) with Part II, No. 10 (viii).

2. HIYOMI-NO-TORI.  (see also Part IV, No. 164).

(309) SHAKU, kumu.  (310) HAI, kubaru.  (311) KOKU, hanahada.

Cf. (309) and (310) with Part II, Nos. 2 (iii), and 2 (iv), respectively, and (311) with No. 6 (iv).
The two following examples illustrate the use of this radical in other positions:

(312) SHU, sake. (313) I,—.

Cf. (312) with Group I, No. 4; and cf. the top right-hand portion of (313) with Group XII, No. 2.
GROUP XV

1. SHIMESU-HEN.
2. MIMI-HEN.
3. FUNE-HEN.
4. KOROMO-HEN.
5. MI-HEN.

The first and fourth radicals of this group are practically indistinguishable in all their sôshô forms; the same remark applies to the second and fifth, the commonest forms of which also bear a close resemblance to the first alternative forms given of both the first and fourth. The third radical is included somewhat arbitrarily, although there is a certain similarity between its commonest sôshô form, and those of the second and fifth radicals of the group.

1. SHIMESU-HEN.

(314) SHA, yashiro. (315) KI, inoru. (316) SHŌ, saiwai. (317) REI, nori.

Cf. (314) and (315) with Group VII, No. 1, and Group XI, No. 2, respectively; cf. (316) with Part II, No. 5. (xvi).

Note the very abbreviated form of (317), given on the right.
PART I.—GROUP XV.

As the character for "to show" this radical is written thus:—

(318) SHI, shimesu.
Cf. with Part III, Section B, No. 1.

It is often found below, in the composition of characters, thus:—

(319) SAI, matsuri.  (320) KIN, todomeru.

Cf. (319) with Part II, No. 10 (iv); and (320) with Part III, Section B, No. 4.

2. MIMI-HEN.

(321) CHI, haji.  (322) RYO, tsosaka.  (323) REN, tsuranaru.  (324) SHOKU, —.

Cf. (321) with Part III, Section B, No. 17; and (324) with Part II, No. 11 (xii).
As the character for “ear” this radical is written thus:

(325) 伊, mimi.

Cf. with Part III, Section B, No. 3.

The following two examples illustrate its occurrence below characters in composition:

(326) 聞, kiku. (327) 声, koe.

Cf. (326) with Group II, No. 2. Both these two characters are of constant occurrence in letters.

3 FUNE-HEN.

(328) 船, fune. (329) 船, fune. (330) 船, fune.

Cf. (330) with Group XII, No. 2.
PART I.—GROUP XV.

As the character for "boat" this radical is written thus:—

(331) SHŪ, fune.

4. KOROMO-HEN.

(332) BEI, tamoto. (333) HO, oginau. (334) FUKU, kasaneru.

Cf. (332) and (333) with Part II, Nos. 3 (vii) and 6 (ix) respectively; cf. (334) with character (220) in Group VIII, No. 6.

As the character for "clothing" this radical is written thus:—

(335) I, koromo.
PART I.—GROUP XV.

It occurs in practically the same form below characters in composition:—

衣 衣 表 表 表 裏 (336) 表 表 表 裏 (337)

(336) HYŌ, omote. (337) RI, ura.

5. MI-HEN.

身 に 引 躯 (338) 通 膠 (339)

(338) KYŪ, mi. (339) —, yagate.

As the character for "body," this radical is written thus:—

分 身 (340)

(340) SHIN, mi.
GROUP XVI

1. TAKE-KAMMURI.

These two radicals readily fall into the same group from their general similarity. It should be remarked, however, that this resemblance is accounted for in some degree by the fact that the two radicals are frequently confused with each other in the mind of the writer, —SŌ-KŌ being written above a character which belongs to the TAKE-KAMMURI family, and vice-versa.

1. TAKE-KAMMURI.

(341) SHŌ, warau. (342) DAI, —. (343) KWATSU, hazu. (344) HITSU, fude.

Cf (341) with Group XVII, No. 1, character (363); (342) with Group VIII, No. 2, characters (202) and (203); (343) with Part II, No. 5 (xix); and (344) with Part II, No. 5 (xvii).

As the character for "bamboo" this radical is written thus:—
PART I.—GROUP XVI.

(345) CHIKU, take.

2. SŌ-KŌ.

(346) SHI, shiba. (347) KWA, hana. (348) JAKU, wakai. (349) SŌ, kusa.

Note especially the somewhat irregular forms of (347), (348) and (349), —the last two both very common characters in letters. Cf. (348) with Part III, Section B, No. 12; and (349) with Group VI, No. 2, character (151).
As the character for "grass" this radical is written thus:

(350) Sō, kusa.
1. KAI-HEN.

A partial resemblance exists between the commonest sosho forms of these two radicals: it will be noticed that one form of the first recalls No. 8 of Group I. Note the secondary group established under KAI, when the latter is not used in its HEN form,—analagous with that established in Group I, No. 1, (b); cf. somewhat similar instances of radicals with wider connexions than the majority, e.g. Nos. 3 and 4 of Group IV, No. 5 of Group VII, and No. 3 of Group VIII.

2. SHOKU-HEN.

1. KAI-HEN.

(a)

贝 貨 買 (351)
販 貨 買 (352)
販 貨 (353)
贈 贈 (354)

(351) I, okurimono. (352) ZAI, takara. (353) HAN, hisagu. (354) ZŌ, okuru.
Cf. (351), (353), and (354) with Part Ii, Nos. 4 (xiv), 3 (vi), and 11 (vi), respectively.
As the character for "shell" this radical is written thus:

(355) BAI, kai.

The radical is of as frequent occurrence below as to the left: it is written in a variety of ways when in this position, which may be illustrated by the following examples,—all very common characters:

(356) FU, ou. (357) KWA, takara. (358) GA, iwan. (359) BAI, kau. (360) KI, tatot. (361) CHIN, —. (362) SHŌ, homeru.
PART I.—GROUP XVII.

Observe the difference between (357) and (361) : cf. (362) with Part II, No. 7 (ix).

(b) Of the various forms of the radical illustrated above possibly 新 and 大 are the commonest, and it is these forms which bear a very distinct likeness to the sosho forms of the radical 大, DAI, おきい, when the latter occurs below characters in composition.

Several examples of this important radical are given below, three of which illustrate the resemblance just pointed out,— e.g. (366), (368) and (369).
PART I.—GROUP XVII.

(367) HON, washiru. (368) Ō,oku. (369) SHŌ, susumeru. (370) FUN, furuu.
Note well (365). Cf. (369) with Group III, No. 2, character (70).

2. SHOKU-HEN.

(371) HAN, meshi. (372) IN, nomu. (373) KWAN, yakaia. (374) YO, amari.

Cf. (371), (373), and (374) with Part II, Nos. 3 (vi), 7 (viii), and 6 (i), respectively; cf. (372) with Group XI, No. 4.

As the character for "to eat" this radical is written thus:—

(375) SHOKU, kuu.
PART I.—GROUP XVII.

It occurs in this form when in composition below the character of which it forms part:—

食古 養asse (376)
膳餐 (377)
食饗 (378)

(376) Yō, yashinau. (377) SAN, —. (378) KYō, motenasu.

Cf. the very abbreviated form of (378) with Part III, Section A, No. 21, where this abbreviation again appears.
I. KUNI-GAMAE.

IN, yoru. (379) KO, katai. (380) KOKU, kuni. (381) ZU, hakaru.

Cf. (380) with Group VI, No. 1, character (143). Note the irregular abbreviated form of (381), given on the right.

II. JO, onna.

As the character for "woman" this radical is written thus:—

JO (383)

(a) when occurring to the left:—
PART I.—INDEPENDENT RADICALS.


Cf. (384) with Group VIII, No. 1, and (385) with Group VI, No. 1; cf. (387) with Part II, No. 4 (xiv).

(b) when occurring below:—


Cf. (389) with Group VII, No. 6, character (188); and (390) with Group XI, No. 4, character (266).

The general shape of this radical is apparent in its sosho forms whether occurring to the left or below.
PART I.—INDEPENDENT RADICALS.

III. DEN, ta.

田

As the character for "field" this radical is written thus:

田 田 (391)

(391) DEN, ta.

(a) when occurring to the left:

田 田 町 町 (392)

略 略 (393)

(392) CHŌ, machi. (393) RYAKU, hobo.
Cf. these two characters with Part II, Nos. 1, and 5 (iv) respectively.

(b) when occurring below:

田 田 由 由 (394)

留 留 (395)

番 生 番 (396)

当 当 (397)

(394) YŪ, yoru. (395) RYŪ, todomaru. (396) BAN, tsugai. (397) TŌ, ataru.
Cf. (394) and (397) with Part II, Nos. 4 (xix) and 7 (ix), respectively.
PART I.—INDEPENDENT RADICALS.

IV. BEI, kome.

米

As the character for "rice" this radical is written thus:

(398) BEI, kome.

(a) When occurring to the left:

(399) SO, arai. (400) FUN, ko. (401) TO, —.

Cl. (399) with Part II, No. 4 (i); and (400) with Group III, No. 1, character (52).

(b) when occurring below:

(402) ZOKU, awa.

Cf with Part IV, No. 146, character (1665).
PART I.—INDEPENDENT RADICALS.

V. U, hane.

As the character for "feathers" this radical is written thus:—

(403) U, hane.

(a) when occurring to the right:—

(404) KAN, — (405) HON, hirugaeru.

Cf. (404) with Part II, No. 7 (xx); and (405) with character (396), under Independent Radical, No. 111.

(b) When occurring above:—

(406) YOKU, akuru. (407) SHū, norau.

Cf. (407) with Part II, No. 4 (xx).
VI. KEN, miru.

見

As the character for "to see" this radical is written thus:

(408) KEN, miru.

(a) When occurring to the right:

見

(409) KI, bun-mawashi. (410) SHI, miru. (411) SHIN, oya.

Cf. (410) with Group XV, No. 1, and the left-hand side of (411) with the left-hand side of character (258), in Group XI, No. 2.

(b) When occurring below:

見

(412) KAKU, oboeru. (413) RAN, miru.

Cf. the upper portion of (412) with the upper portion of character (196), in Group VIII, No. 1; and (413) with Part 11, No. 13 (iii).
PART I.—INDEPENDENT RADICALS.

VII. SHA, kuruma.

As the character for "wheel" this radical is written thus:

(414) SHA, kuruma.

(a) When occurring to the left:

(415) KEN, noki. (416) KEI, karui. (417) YU, —. (418) TEN, korogaru.

Cf. (416) and (417) with Part II, Nos. 6 (xv) and 8 (i), respectively; and (418) with Part III, Section A, No. 13. The fourth alternative form of the radical is reminiscent of Group VIII.

(b) in other positions:

(419) GUN, ikusu. (420) SAI, noseru.

Cf. (419) with Group II, No. 1; and (420) with Part II, No. 5 (xxi).
VIII. SUI, furutori.

This radical maintains its shape whether occurring above or to the right:

(421) SEKI, katagata. (422) SHU, atsumeru. (423) SUI, iedomo.
(424) ZATSU, majiwaru. (425) RI, hanareru.
Cf. (422) with Group VII, No. 4.

IX. GYO, uo.

As the character for "fish" this radical is written thus:

(426) GYO, uo.
PART I.—INDEPENDENT RADICALS.

In composition it usually occurs to the left:

(427) SEN, azayaka.  (428) GEI, kujira.  (429) CHŌ, tai.

Cf. (427) and (429) with Part II, Nos. 5 (xvi), and 7 (iii), respectively; cf. (428) with character (9), in Group I, No. 1, (b), (i).

X. CHŌ, tori.

As the character for “bird” this radical is written thus—

(430) CHŌ, tori.
PART 1.—INDEPENDENT RADICALS.

In composition it occurs in various positions, maintaining its general shape in all:

(431) Hō, —. (432) Ō, kamo. (433) Kō, ō-tori. (434) KAKU, tsuru.

(435) SHU, washi. (436) Yō, taka.

Cf. (433) with Group I, No. 4; the left-hand side of (434) with Group IX, No. 1, and Independent Radical No. VIII; (435) with Part IV, No. 43, character (1413); and the upper portion of (436) with Group V, No. 3.
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>san-zui</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sha, (kuruma)</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shikabane-dare</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shimesu-hen</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shin-nyū</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shoku-hen</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sō-ko</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sō-nyū</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sui, (furutori)</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sun-tsukuri</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radical</th>
<th>No. of Radical</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ta, (den) 田</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>take-kammuri 木</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tama-hen 丸</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>te-hen 言</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to-kammuri 手</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to-kammuri 戸</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tora-gashira 戦</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tori, (chō) 鳥</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsuchi-hen 土</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsuki-hen 月</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsuki-zukuri 月</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsuno-hen 角</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

U.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radical</th>
<th>No. of Radical</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>u, (hane) 羽</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-kammuri 羽</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uma-hen 象</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uo, (gyo) 魚</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Y.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radical</th>
<th>No. of Radical</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ya-hen 矢</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yamai-dare 末</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yumi-hen 弓</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Characters.</th>
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Component of two strokes.</td>
<td>437—440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Components of three strokes.</td>
<td>441—454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(i) 丸. (ii) 也. (iii) 未. (iv) 己.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Components of four strokes.</td>
<td>455—496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(i) 不. (ii) 中. (iii) 兀. (iv) 分. (v) 及. (vi) 反.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(vii) 夏. (viii) 支. (ix) 比.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Components of five strokes.</td>
<td>497—598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(i) 且. (ii) 主. (iii) 乍. (iv) 付. (v) 亘. (vi) 出.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(vii) 博. (viii) 多. (ix) 夸. (x) 去. (xi) 召. (xii) 可.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(xiii) 司. (xiv) 台. (xv) 句. (xvi) 平. (xvii) 氓. (xviii) 生.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(xix) 由. (xx) 白. (xxi) 皮. (xxii) 夔.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Components of six strokes.</td>
<td>599—699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(i) 夭. (ii) 玄. (iii) 兆. (iv) 傾. (v) 名. (vi) 合.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(vii) 卯. (viii) 多. (ix) 夸. (x) 寺. (xi) 州. (xii) 井.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(xiii) 句. (xiv) 旨. (xv) 朱. (xvi) 羊. (xvii) 氓. (xviii) 妻.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(xix) 吐. (xx) 森. (xxi) 戈.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Components of seven strokes.</td>
<td>700—781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(i) 余. (ii) 夹. (iii) 百. (iv) 告. (v) 松. (vi) 律.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
<td>(vii) 成. (viii) 象. (ix) 庵. (x) 莎. (xi) 秀. (xii) 背.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(xiii) 琐. (xiv) 谷. (xv) 丙.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Components of eight strokes.</td>
<td>782—872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(i) 俞. (ii) 卒. (iii) 周. (iv) 固. (v) 垂. (vi) 律.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(vii) 定. (viii) 官. (ix) 向. (x) 岡. (xi) 晃. (xii) 布.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(xiii) 亜. (xiv) 幕. (xv) 果. (xvi) 炎. (xvii) 直. (xviii) 青.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(xix) 非. (xx) 甘. (xxi) 垠.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Components of nine strokes.</td>
<td>873—942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(i) 俞. (ii) 曰. (iii) 昼. (iv) 曞. (v) 易. (vi) 易. (vii) 葭.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(viii) 宴. (ix) 眞. (x) 盾. (xi) 禄. (xii) 葦. (xiii) 韦. (xiv) 篳.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Components of twelve strokes.</td>
<td>1013—1059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) 畦. (ii) 畝. (iii) 廢. (iv) 畿. (v) 畝. (vi) 曾. (vii) 畝.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(viii) 資. (ix) 資. (x) 黃. (xi) 散. (xii) 資.</td>
<td></td>
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<tr>
<td>12. Components of thirteen strokes.</td>
<td>1060—1095</td>
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<tr>
<td>(i) 廉. (ii) 戴. (iii) 意. (iv) 罡. (v) 義. (vi) 直. (vii) 廉.</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Components of fourteen strokes.</td>
<td>1096—1112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) 畝. (ii) 畝. (iii) 監. (iv) 蕪.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Component of fifteen strokes.</td>
<td>1113—1117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>資.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Components of sixteen strokes.</td>
<td>1118—1124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) 龍. (ii) 廈.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Component of seventeen strokes</td>
<td>1125—1131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>廈.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Component of eighteen strokes.</td>
<td>1132—1136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>蕪.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>18. Component of nineteen strokes.</td>
<td>1137—1141</td>
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<td>蕪.</td>
<td></td>
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丁

(437) TEI, yoboro.

(438) TEI, tadasu.

(439) TEI, you.

(440) TEI, kugi.
(i) GWAN, maru.

(ii) SEI, ikioi.

(iii) SHITSU, toru.

(iv) JUKU, izure.
(ii)

(445) YA, nari.

(446) TA, hoka.

(447) CHI, ike.
PART II.—No. 2.

(iii)

(448) SHAKU, —.

(449) SHAKU, nakōdo.

(450) TEKI, mato.

(451) CHO, tsuru.
(452) KI, onore.

(453) KI, —.

(454) KI, nori.
不中分及反央支比

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi) (vii) (viii) (ix)

(i)

不

(455) FU, zu.

否

(456) H1, ina.

否

(457) Hō, nado.

否

(458) HAI, sakazuki.

否

(459) HAI, sakazuki.

108
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(ii)

CHU, naka.

CHU, naka.

CHU, hiiru.

CHU, tadashii.

CHU, oki.

—, tote.
(i) (466) Kō, agaru.

(467) Kō, nodobue.

(468) Kō, fusegu.

(469) Kō, kui.
(470) FUN, magireru.

(471) H1N, mazushii.

(472) HAN, wakatsu.
(473) KYŪ, oyobu.

(474) KYŪ, suu.

(475) KYŪ, atsukau

(476) KYŪ, kumu.

(477) KYŪ, oi.

(478) KYŪ, shina.
(vi)

(479) HAN, somuku.

(480) HAN, somuku.

(481) HAN, saka.

(482) HAN, ita.

(483) HAN, fuda.

(484) HEN, kaesu.

(485) HAN, saka.
(486) KETSU, kujiru.

(487) KETSU, sadameru.

(488) KETSU, wakatsu.
PART II.—No. 3.

(viii)

(489) SHI, eda.

(490) G1, asobime.

(491) G1, futamata.

(492) G1, waza.

(493) SHI, eda.
PART II.—No. 3.

(ix)

(495) H1, tagui.

(496) H1, ōu.

(496) H1, uitsu.
No. 4.

(i) SHO, katsu.

(ii) TAN, taaasht.

(iii) SEN, noberu.

(iv) SHO, habamu.

(v) SO, jiiji.

(vi) SO, mitsugi.

(vii) SO, kumi.

* Note the slight difference in construction between the "component part" of this character, and of the other characters on this page; it is inserted here for convenience sake.
PART II.—No. 4.

(504) SHU, aruji.

(505) Jū, sumu.

(506) CHū, hashira.

(507) CHū, —.
(iii)

(508) SA, nagara.

(509) SAKU, tsukuru.

(510) SO, saiwai

(511) SA, itsuwari.
PART II.—No. 4.

(iv)

FU, tsuku.
[(2)].

(512) FU, —.

(513) FU, warifu.
PART II.—No. 4.

(514) SHIN, —.

(515) SHIN, miru.

(516) SHIN, —.
PART II.—No. 4.

(vi)

(517) SHUTSU, deru.

(518) KUTSU, kagamu.

(519) SETSU, tsutanai.

(520) KUTSU, horu.

(521) KUTSU, iwaya.
(vii)

(522) ご, tsutsumu.

(523) ご, idaku.

(524) ご, awa.

(525) ご, tsuto.

(526) ご, aki.

(527) ご, —.
HAN, nakaba.
[(79)].

(528) HAN, tomonau.

(529) HAN, aze.

(530) HAN, kizuna.
PALT II.—No. 4.

(ix) 

(531) SEN, shimeru.

(532) CHŌ, haru.

(533) TEN, shirushi.

(x) 

(534) KYO, saru.

(535) KYŌ, osoruru.

(536) HŌ, nori
PART II.—No. 4.

(xí)

召

(537) SHŌ, mesu.

（538）SHŌ, akiraka.

(539) SHŌ, numa.

(540) SHŌ, tsugu.

(541) SHŌ, mikotonori.

(542) CHŌ, koeru.
PART II.—No. 4.

(xii)

(543) KA, beki.

(544) KA, shikaru.

(545) KA, ayashii.

(546) KA, kawa.

(547) A, omoneru.
PART II.—No. 4.

(548) SHI, tsukasadoru.

(549) SHI, ukagāu.

(550) SHI, hokora.

(551) SHI, hako.

(552) SHI, kau.
台

(553) TAI, ware.

(554) YA, iru.

(555) I, yorokobu.

(556) TAI, koke.

(557) TAI, made.

(558) I, ame.
(xv)

句

(559) KU, *magaru*.

(560) Kō, *toraeru*.

(561) KU, *INU*.

(562) Kō, *iyashiku mo*.

(563) KU, *koma*.
(564) HEI, taira.

(565) HEI, tsubo.

(566) HEI, uki-kusa.

(567) HYŌ, tadasu.
PART II.—No. 4.

(xvii)

氏氏

(568) TE1, hikui.

(569) TE1, soko.

(570) TE1, ataru.

(571) TE1, yashiki.
PART II.—No. 4.

(xviii)

(572) SEI, umu.

(573) SEI, uji.

(574) SEI, umare-tsuki.

(575) SAN, umu.

(576) SEI, ot.
PART II.—No. 4.

(xix)

Yū, yoru.
[(394)]

(577) Chū, őzora.

(578) Chū, nuku.

(579) Yū, abura.

(580) Teki, jū.

(581) Jiku, ---.
HAKU, shiroi.

HAKU, —.

HAKU, tomaru.

HYAKU, momo.

O, kimi.

HAKU, —.

HAKU, semaru.
PART II.—No. 4.

(xxii)

(589) HI, ke-gawa.

(590) HI, kare.

(591) HI, hiraku.

(592) HA, nami.

(593) HI, kōmaru.

(594) HA, sukoburu.
失

(595) SHITSU, ushinau.

疾

(596) SHITSU, toku.

疫

(597) TETSU, kawaru.

疫

(598) TETSU, kurogane.
(599) KŌ, majiwaru.

(600) KŌ, shirushi.

(601) KŌ, takuraberu.

(602) KAKU, kuraberu.
PART II.—No. 5.

(603) GAI, i.

(604) KAKU, sane.

(605) GAI, sono.

(606) GAI, odoroku.

(607) GAI, hone.
(iii)

(608) CHŌ, kizashi.

(609) CHŌ, idomu.

(610) TŌ, momo.

(611) CHŌ, nagameru.

(612) CHŌ, atsuraeru.

(613) TŌ, nigeru.
(614) KAKU, ono-ono.

(615) KYAKU, —.

(616) KAKU, tadasu.

(617) RAKU, tsuranaru.

(618) RAKU, ochiru.

(619) RO, mainai.
PART H.—No. 5.

(v)

(620) ME1, na.

(621) ME1, you.

(622) ME1, shirusu.
PART II.—No. 5.

(vi)

(623) Gō, au.

(624) Kō, adakamo.

(625) Jū, hirou.

(626) Gō, amaneku.

(627) Tō, kotaeru.

(628) Kyū, tamau.
(629) KEI, tama.

(630) KA, yoi.

(631) KEI, kakeru.

(632) KEI, katsura.

(633) A, kawazu.

(634) KEI, neya.
PART II.—No. 5.

(viii)

多

(635) TA, おじ。

(636) SHI, ogoru.

(637) KWA, obitadashii.
PART II.—No. 5.

(ix)

(638) KO, hakama.

(639) KWA, hokoru.

(640) KWA, matagaru.
PART 11.—No. 5.

(641) JI, *tera*.

(642) JI, *hamberu*.

(643) TAI, *matsu*.

(644) JI, *motsu*.

(645) JI, *toki*.

(646) TOKU, —.

(647) TŌ, *ra*.
(xí)

(648) SHŪ, kuni.

(649) SHU, su.

(650) SHŪ, mukuyuru.
(xii)

(651) HEI, narabi ni.

(652) HEI, awaseru.

(653) HEI, —.

(654) BYŌ, shirizokeru.

(655) HŌ, hotobashiru.

(656) HEI, mochi.
(xiii)

(657) JUN, トカ。  

(658) JUN, シタガウ。  

(659) JUN, 驚。  

(660) JUN, アヤ。  

(661) JUN, 鷲。
PART II.—No. 5.

(xiv)

SHI, mune.
[(150)]

(662) SHI, yubi.

(663) SHI, abura.

(664) KEI, moderu.
PART II.—No. 5.

(665) SHU, _ake._

(666) CHU, _kabu._

(667) SHU, _tama._

(668) CHŪ, _semeru._

(669) SHU, _—._
(xvi)

(670) Yō, hitsuji.

(671) Yō, ō-umi.

(672) BI, utsukushii.

(673) GUN, mure.

(674) SHō, tsumabiraka.
(xvii)

(675) KEN, sukoyaka.

(676) RITSU, nori.

(677) SHIN, tsu.

(678) SHI, —.
(xviii)

至

(679) SHI, itaru.

(680) TÔ, itaru.

(681) SHITSU, muro.

(682) AKU, nigiru.

(683) AKU, atsui.

(684) CHI, itasu.
(685) ZETSU, shita.

(686) KWATSU, ikiru.

(687) SHA, ie.

(688) WA, hanasu.
PART II.—No. 5.

(xx)

(689) GON, ushi-tora.

(690) KON, uramu.

(691) KON, ne.

(692) GAN, manako.

(693) RYŌ, yoi.

(694) KAN, nayamu.

(695) TAI, shirizoku.
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(696) SAI, kana.

(697) DAI, itadaku.

(698) SAI, ueru.

(699) SAI, tatsu.
(700) YO, ware.
(701) JO, tsuizuru.
(702) JO, omomuro ni.
(703) SHA, naname.
(704) TO, michi.
(705) JO, nozoku.
(706) KYŌ, otokodate.

(707) KYŌ, —.

(708) KYŌ, sashiasamu.

(709) KYŌ, semai.

(710) KYŌ, hō.
(711) DA, töru.

(712) ZEI, mitsugi.

(713) SETSU, toku.

(714) EI, surudoi.

(715) ETSU, kemi suru.
PART II.—No. 6.

(iv)

(716) KOKU, tsugeru.

(717) SŌ, tashika.

(718) KŌ, hiroi.

(719) ZŌ, tsukuru.
(720) Hō, mine.

(721) Hō, nuu.

(722) Hō, yomogi.

(723) Hō, au.

(724) Kō, kudaru.

(725) Hō, kissaki.
(vi)

(726) SHUN, sugureru.

(727) SHUN, sarau.

(728) SHUN, owaru.

(729) SAN, sui.

(730) SHUN, hayai.
(vii)

(731) SEI, *noru*.

(732) *jō*, *shiro*.

(733) SEI, *sakan*.

(734) SEI, *makoto*.
(735) MAI, goto ni.

(736) BU, anadoru.

(737) KWAI, kuyamu.

(738) BIN, toshi.

(739) BAI, ume.

(740) KAI, umi.
(741) HO, hajime.

(742) HO, —.

(743) HO, taraeru.

(744) HO, ura.

(745) BU, —.

(746) HO, kaba.

(747) HO, tasukeru.
(748) Tō, oke.

(749) Yō, waku.

(750) Tsū, itamu.

(751) Shō, soranzuru.

(752) Yō, odoru.

(753) Tsū, lōru.
PART II.—No. 6.

(xi)

SHŪ, hiideru. [(189)].

(754) YU, hagusa.

(755) YŪ, izanau.

(756) TO, suitoru.

(757) SHŪ, sabi.
(758) SHŌ, niru.

(759) SAKU, kezuru.

(760) SHŌ, —.

(761) SHŌ, yoi.

(762) SHŌ, kesu.

(763) SHŌ, yaya.

(764) SHŌ, sora.
PART II.—No. 6.

(765) SHI, buta.

(766) KA, ie.

(767) MŌ, kōmuru.

(768) ZŌ, katachi.

(769) GŌ, tsuyoi.

(770) YO, arakajime.

(771) CHIKU, ou.
PART II.—No. 6.

(xiv)

谷

(772) KOKU, tani.

(773) ZOKU, —.

(774) YŌ, katachi.

(775) YOKU, abiru.

(776) YŪ, yutaka.
PART II.—No. 6.

(xv)

(777) KEI, tsuyoi.

(778) KEI, chikamichi.

(779) KEI, heru.

(780) KEI, hagi.

(781) KEI, kuki.
(782) RIN, tagui.

(783) RIN, ito.

(784) RON, agetsurou.

(785) RIN, wa.
PART II.—No. 7.

(ii)

卒

SOTSU owaru.
[(80)].

(786) SUI, yatsureru.

(787) SAI, kudaku.

(788) SUI, kuwashii.

(789) SUI, atsumeru.

(790) SUI, you.
(iii)

(791) SHŪ, meguru.

(792) CHŌ, shibomu.

(793) CHŌ, kizamu.

(794) CHŪ, shigeru.

(795) CHO, shiraberu.

(796) SHŪ, meguru.
PART II.—No. 7.

(iv)

KO, katai. [(380)].

(797) KO, —.

(798) KO, kareru.

(799) KO, —.

(800) KO, fusagu.
(801) SU1, tareru.

(802) DA, tsuba.

(803) SU1, nemuru.
PART II.—No. 7.

(vi)

(804) RYŌ, shinogu.

(805) RYŌ, kado.

(806) RYŌ, aya.

(807) RYŌ, hishi.

(808) RYŌ, misasagi.
(vii)

TE1, sadameru.
[(235)].

(809) JO, okite.

(810) TEN, yodo.

(811) TEN, hokorobu.

(812) Jō, 一.
(viii)

(813) KWAN, —.

(814) KWAN, *hitsugi*.

(815) KWAN, *kuda*.

(816) KWAN, *suge*. 
(817) SHÔ, nao.

(818) SHÔ, nameru.

(819) SHÔ, tsukasadoru.
PART II.—No. 7.

(820) Kō, oka.

(821) Kō, tsuna.

(822) Kō, hagane.
(xī)

(823) FU, —.

(824) SO, harau.

(825) K1, kaeru.

(826) SŌ, hoki.
(xii)

(827) HAKU, *kinu*.

(828) MEN, *wata*.

(829) KIN, *nishiki*.
PART II.—No. 7.

(xiii)

(830) SAN, kakehashi.

(831) ZAN, nokoru.

(832) SEN, asai.

(833) SEN, fuda.

(834) SEN, iyashii.

(835) SEN, zeni.
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(xiv)

SEKI, mukashi.
[(153)].

(836) SHAKU, kariru.

(837) SEKI, oshimu.

(838) SO, oku.

(839) SEKI, —.

(840) SAKU, majiwaru.
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(xv) KWA, *hatashite*.

(841) KWA, *hatashite*.

(842) KWA, *kudamono*.

(843) RA, *hadaka*.

(844) KWA, —.
EN, honō. [(107)].

(845) TAN, awai.

(846) EN, honō.

(847) DAN, hanasu.
(xvi)
(853) SEI, aoi.

(854) Jō, nasake.

(855) SEI, hareru.

(856) SEI, kiyoi.

(857) SEI, kuwashii.

(858) SEI, kou.

(859) SEI, shizuka.
(860) H1, arazu.

(861) HAI, —.

(862) H1, kanashimu.

(863) HAI, shirizokeru.

(864) H1, aya.

(865) ZAI, tsumi.

(866) HAI, tomogara.
PART II.—No. 7.

(867) KAN, kawaku.

(868) KAN, miki.

(869) ATSU, —.
PART II.—No. 7.

(xxii)

(870) JU, tate.

(871) KEN, kashtot.

(872) KEN, katsuo.
(873) YU, tatoe.

(874) YU, iyoioyo.

(875) YU, kokoroyoi.

(876) YU, satosu.
PART II.—No. 8.

(ii)

(877) KAN, mina.

(878) GEN, herasu.

(879) KAN, —.

(880) KAN, ugorasu.

(881) SHIN, tojiru.
(882) KWA, uzumaku.

(883) KWA, wazawai.

(884) KWA, katatumuri.

(885) KWA, nabe.
(iv)

(886) HEN, hiratasht.

(887) HEN, hitoe ni.

(888) HEN, —.

(889) HEN, amu.

(890) HEN, amaneku.

* And used often as the kana syllable he.
(891) YŌ, ageru.

(892) YŌ, yanagi.

(893) TŌ, yu.

(894) YŌ, hinata.

(895) SHI, tamau.*

(896) SHAKU, suzu.*

* Note that the right-hand side of these two characters is character (152), — I, yasui,— and differs slightly, in kaisho, from the component part dealt with in this group.
(897) KATSU, nanzo.

(898) KEI, kakageru.

(899) KETSU, yamu.

(900) KETSU, tsukusu.

(901) KATSU, kuzu.

(902) ETSU, mamieru.
(vii)

(903) CHÔ, shaberu.

(904) SETSU, sarau.

(905) CHÔ, fuda.

(906) YÔ, ha.

(907) CHÔ, ukagau.
(viii) EN, koko ni.

(909) EN, tasukeru.

(910) DAN, atataka.

(911) KWAN, yuruyaka.
(ix)

(912) FUKU, sou.

(913) FU, tomi.

(914) FUKU, saiwa.

(915) FUKU, semaru.

P A R T 1 1 . — No. 8.
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(916) JUN, tate.

(917) JUN, shitagau.

(918) JUN, tate.

(919) TON, nigeru.
PART II.—No. 8.

(xi)

(920) Gū, tamatama.

(921) Gū, yoru.

(922) Gū, oroka.

(923) MAN, yorozu.

(924) Gū, au.

(925) Gū, sumi.
(926) SHA, *mono*.

(927) SHA, *sate*.

(928) SHO, *atsui*.

(929) CHO, *kōzu*.

(930) CHO, *ichijirushii*.

(931) SHO, *moromoro*.

(932) TO, *miyako*.
PART II.—No. 8.

(xiii)

(933) I, oshi-kawa.

(934) I, oï naru.

(935) I, ashi.

(936) EI, mamoru.

(937) I, chigau.

(938) KAN, kara.
PART II.—No. 8.

(xiv)

(939) TSUI, ochiru.

(940) SUI, tsui ni.

(941) TAI, —.

(942) SUI, ana-michi.
(943) KEN, kaneru.

(944) KEN, kirau.

(945) REN, kado.

(946) REN, sudare.

(947) KEN, herikudaru.

(948) KEN, kama.
PART II.—No. 9.

(949) Kō, —.

(950) Kō, kamaeru.

(951) Kō, kamae.

(952) Kō, mizo.

(953) Kō, narau.

(954) Kō, aganau.
(955) SHIN, *makoto*.

(956) SHIN, *tsutsushimu*.

(957) SHIN, *maki*.

(958) CHIN, *shizumeru*.

(959) TEN, *kutsugaeru*.
(960) Ŷō, ugoku.

(961) Ŷō, utau.

(962) Ŷō, haruka.
PART II.—No. 9.

(v)

Sō, nomi. [(119)].

(963) Sō, kaku.

(964) Sō, sawagu.
(vi)  

(965) EN, sono.

(966) EN, saru.

(967) EN, toi.
(vii)

(968) RO, itawaru.

(969) E1, itonamu.

(970) KEI, hotaru.
(i) KU, machi-machi.

(ii) Ō, haku.

(iii) Sū, toboso.

(iv) —

(v) O, utsu.

(vi) KU, karu.
PART II.—No. 10.

(ii)

(977) CHAKU, —.

(978) TEKI, tsumamu.

(979) TEKI, kataki.

(980) TEKI, shitataru.

(981) TEKI, tamatama.
(iii)

(982) MAN, okotaru.

(983) MAN, midari ni.

(984) MAN, habikoru.
PART II.—No. 10.

(iv)

祭

SAI, matsuri.

[(319)].

(985) SATSU, miru.

(986) SATSU, kosuru.

(987) SAI, kiwa.
(v)

(988) BAKU, nashi.

(989) BO, tsunoru.

(990) MAKU, —.

(991) BO, kureru.

(992) BAKU, —.
PART II.—No. 10.

(vii)

(998) SEKI, semeru.

(999) SAI, oime.

(1000) SHI, tsukeru.

(1001) SEKI, tsumoru.

(1002) SEKI, isaoshi.

(1003) SEKI, ato.
PART II.—No. 10.

(viii)

麻

麻

麻

麻

麻

麻

麻

麻

麻
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麻
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麻
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麻

麻

麻

(ix) TAN, nageku

(1009) TAN, nageku

(1010) TAN, nageku

(1011) KAN, —.

(1012) NAN, katai.
(1013) GYO, taka.

(1014) GYO, —.

(1015) TO, tawamu.

(1016) GYO, akatsuki.

(1017) JO, meguru.
(1018) TAN, hitoe.

(1019) DAN, tama.

(1020) TAN, habakaru.

(1021) SEN, tatakau.

(1022) ZEN, yuzuru.

(1023) TAN, —.
PART II.—No. 11.

(iii)

(1024) KYŌ, takai.

(1025) KYŌ, —.

(1026) KYŌ, hashi.

(1027) KYŌ, ogoru.
PART II.—No. 11.

(iv)

(1028) RYŌ, —

(1029) RYŌ, —

(1030) RYŌ, akiraka.

(1031) RYŌ, haruka.
(v)

(1032) KI, iku.

(1033) KI, hata.

(1034) KI, iso.

(1035) KI, soshiru.

(1036) KI, uera.
(vi)

(1037) Sō, kalsute.

(1038) Sō, —.

(1039) Sō, —.

(1040) Žō, nikumu.
PART II.—No. 11.

(vii)

(1041) RAN, midareru.

(1042) J1, kotoba.
PART II.—No. 11.

(viii)

KI, tattoo.
[(360)].

(1043) KI, toboshii.

(1044) KWAI, tsusureru.

(1045) I, nokosu.
PART II.—No. 11.

(ix)

(1046) FUN, —.

(1057) FUN, haku.

(1048) FUN, tsuka.

(1049) FUN, ikidoru.
PART II.—No. 11.

(1050) KŌ, ki.

(1051) KŌ, hiroi.

(1052) KWAKU, hirogeru.

(1053) Ō, yoko.
PART II.—No. 11.

(xì)

(1054) TETSU, toru.

(1055) TETSU, suteru.

(1056) TETSU, wadachi.
(1057) SHI, sakan.

(1058) SHOKU, oru.

(1059) SHIKI, shiru.
(1067) Sō, sawagu.

(1068) SO, misao.

(1069) Sō, kuru.

(1070) Sō, mo.
(1071) I, kokorobase.

(1072) OKU, —.

(1073) I, aa.

(1074) OKU, omou.

(1075) OKU, mune.
PART II.—No. 12.

(iv)

(1076) EKI, yorokobu.

(1077) TAKU, erabu.

(1078) TAKU, sawa.

(1079) YAKU, wake.

(1080) EKI, —.
PART II.—No. 12.

(v)

(1081) GI, yoshi.

(1082) GI, nori.

(1083) GI, —.

(1084) GI, ari.

(1085) GI, hakaru.
(vi) TAN, ninau.

(1087) TAN, —.

(1088) SEN, miru.

(1089) TAN, kima.
(1090) HEKI, tsumi.

(1091) HEKI, katayoru.

(1092) HEKI, kabe.

(1093) HEKI, kuse.

(1094) HI, tatoe.

(1095) HI, sakeru.
No. 13

(i) JU, kotobuki.

(ii) CHŪ, tomogara.

(iii) TŌ, inoru.

(iv) CHŪ, hakarigoto.

(v) CHŪ, tamerau.

(vi) CHŪ, iru.
PART II.—No. 13.

(ii)

(1102) JI, nanji.

(1103) NE, —.

(1104) JI, chikai.
(1105) KAN, —.

(1106) RAN, —.

(1107) KAN, ikusa-bune.

(1108) RAN, ar.

(1109) KAN, kagami.
PART II.—No. 13.

(iv)

翠

(1110) TAKU, nukinzu.

(1111) TAKU, sosogu.

(1112) YAKU, odoru.
(1113) BAI, *uru*.

(1114) TOKU, *kegasu*.

(1115) ZOKU, *tsuzuku*.

(1116) TOKU, *yomu*.

(1117) SHOKU, *aganau*. 
(i)

龍

(i)

(1118) RYŪ, tatsu.

(1119) CHŌ, itsukushimu

(1120) RŌ, taki.

(1121) RŌ, kago.

(1122) SHŪ, osou.
PART II.—No. 15.

(1123) KWAI, yaburu.

(1124) KWAI, futokoro.
(1125) JO, —.

(1126) JO, tsuchi.

(1127) JO, —.

(1128) JO, nusumu.

(1129) NO, saki ni.

(1130) JO, yuzuru.

(1131) JO, kamosu.
(1132) KWAN, susumeru.

(1133) KEN, hakaru.

(1134) KWAN, yorokobu.

(1135) KWAN, miru.

(1136) KWAN, —.
(1137) WAN, hiku.

(1138) REN, koi.

(1139) WAN, —.

(1140) BAN, ebisu.

(1141) HEN, kawaru.
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SECTION A. Characters resembling one another in kaisho.  -  256

(1142 to 1208)

SECTION B. Characters resembling one another in sosho.  -  266

(1209 to 1241)
1. 七七 七七  
(1142) SHICHI, nanatsu.  (1143) HI, saji.

2. 万万 万万 万万万万 
(1144) MAN, yorozu.  HO, kata.  
[(169)]

3. 且且 且且 旦旦 
SHO, katsu.  
[(497)]  (1145) TAN, ashita.

4. 世世 世世 世世 
(1146) SEI, yo.  (1147) SAN-JU, —.

5. 于于 于于 于于 
(1148) U, ni.  (1149) KAN, tale.
6. 式 式 式 式
(1150) NI, futatsu.
(1151) SHIKI, —.

7. 人 人 人 人
NIN, hito.
NYU, iru.
[(4)]
[(13)]

8. 今 今 今 今
KON, ima.
REI, seshimeru.
[(5)]
[(7)]

9. 代 代 代 代
DAI, kawari.
BATSU, kiru.
(1152)
(1153)

10. 仕 仕 仕 仕
SHI, tsukamatsu-u.
NIN, makaseru.
[(1)]
(1154)
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11. 未來 未來 未來 未來

(1155) RAI, kuru.
cf. Section B, No. 6.

(1156) RAI, suki.

12. 侯俊 侯俊 侯俊 侯俊

(1157) KO, 一.

(1158) KO, soró.

13. 傳信 傳信 傳信 傳信

(1159) FU, kashizuku.

(1160) DEN, tsutaeru.

14. 免免 免免 免免 免免

(1161) MEN, yurusu.
cf. Section B, No. 8.

(1162) TO, usagi.

15. 冠冠 冠冠 冠冠 冠冠

KWAN, kammuri.
[50]
cf. Section B, No. 9.

(1163) KÔ, ada.
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16. 冻

(1164) Tō, kōru.

(1165) CHIN, noberu.

17. 刀

Tō, katana.

(1165) RYOKU, chikara.

18. 占

SEN, shimeru.

(1166) KO, furui.

19. 牛

GO, uma.

(1166) GYŪ, ushu.

20. 印

(1167) Bō, u.

(1168) IN, shirushi.
21. (1169) KEI, —

22. DO, tsuchi.
   [(156)]
   cf. Section B, No. 10.

23. ZAI, aru.
   [(157)]

24. (1172) TEN, ame.

25. SHITSU, ushinau.
   [(595)]
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26. 奏奏奏

Hō, tatematsuru.

[(365)]

(1174) Sō, kanaderu.

27. 季季季季

(1175) Kī, sue.

(1176) Rī, sumomo.

28. 宜宜宜宜

GI, yoroshī.

[(236)]

SEN, noberu.

[(499)]

29. 戸戸戸戸

(1177) SHī, shikabane.

KO, to.

[(134)]

30.* 己己巳巳巳巳

KI, onore.

[(452)]

(1178) I, sude ni.

(1179) SHī, mi.

* Some authorities state that these are really only one character, 己
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31. 師沙師步

(1180) SUI, hikiuru.

32. 幹鮮幹鮮

KAN, miki.

[(868)]

ATSU, —.

[(869)]

33. 幻幻幻幼

(1182) GEN, maboroshi.

(1183) YŌ, itokenai.

34. 疆疆疆疆

(1184) KYŌ, sakai.

(1185) KYŌ, tsuyoi.

35. 熊圏熊圏

TAI, waza.

[(97)]
cf. Section B, No. 23.

(1186) YŪ, kuma.
36. (1187) BO, tuchi no e.  (1188) JUTSU, inu.  (1189) JU, mamoru.

37. (1190) HAN, buchi.  (1191) HAN, —.

38. NICHI, hi.  (1192) ETSU, iwaku.  


40. (175) MI, imada.  BATSU, sue.  

* Cf. Section B, No. 10, for a commoner, and more abbreviated form.
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41. 東 東 東 東 東 東

(1196) SOKU, tsukaneru.
(1197) TŌ, higashi.
(1198) KAN, —.

Cf. Section B, No. 5.

42. 氏 氏 氏 氏

(1199) SHI, uji.
(1200) MIN, tami.

43. 鳥 鳥 鳥 鳥

(1201) U, karasu.
(1202) SÔ, tsume

CHŌ, tori.
[(430)]

44. 爪 不 爪 爪

(1203) KWA, uri.

45. 薄 薄 薄 薄

(1204) BO, —.
(1205) HAKU, usui.
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46. SHI, ito. 
    [213]
    Cf. Section B, No. 1.

47. Sō, kusa. 
    [(349)]

48. Tō, utsusu. 
    [(38)]

49. MON, kado. 
    [56]
    Cf. with Part I, group II; note that Tō-gamae is identical with one of the forms there given of MON-gamae.

50. (1207) SEI, hitoshii. 
    (1208) SAI ——.
1. 不ふ示ふ示ふ
FU, arazu.  SHI, shimesu.  SHI, ito.
[(455)]  [(318)]  [(213)]

2. 雨雨雨雨
HEI, hi no e.  RYO, futatsu.  U, ame.
[(1209)]  [(12)]  [(248)]

3. 少々耳弓
RYO, owaru.  JI, mimi.
[(1210)]  [(325)]

4. 井井林林
SEI, i.  RIN, hayashi.
[(1211)]  [(1212)]

5. 京京原原束束
KYO, miyako.  GEN, hara.  SOKU, tsukaneru.
[(9)]  [(122)]  [(1196)]
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6. 来来 成成
   RAI, kuru.  
   [(1155)]

   SEI, naru.  
   [(731)]

7. 候急 悔急
   SEN, mina.  
   [(1060)]

   TOKU, —.  
   (1213)

8. 直立 立立
   CHOKU, ne.  
   [(848)]

   RITSU, tatsu.  
   (1214)

9. 免免 既免
   MEN, yurusu.  
   [(1161)]

   KI, sude ni.  
   (1215)

Kwan, kammuri.  
[(50)]

TO, tatakau.  
(1216)
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10. 出出土土書出
   SHUTSU, deru.  [(517)]
   DO, tsuchi.  [(156)]
   SHO, kaku.  [(1194)]

11. 去志志志者者
   KYO, saru.  [(534)]
   (1217) SHI, kokorozashi.
   SHA, mono.  [(926)]

12. 右右若若
   (1218) YÜ, migi.
   JAKU, wakai.  [(348)]

13. 時年幾多歳真
   SAI, kana.  [(696)]
   KI, iku.  [(1032)]
   (1219) SAI, toshi.

14. 夏度度度
   (1220) KA, natsu.
   TAKU, hakaru.  [(128)]
15. 守寺寺
(1221) SHU, mamoru.  (1222) GA, ware.

16. 家家我家
KA, ie.  
[(766)]

Cf. the former with Part I, Group IX, No. 1, which will assist in differentiating it from (1222).

17. 山止止
(1223) SAN, yama.  (1224) SHI, yamu.

18. 常道道
(1225) Jō, tsune.  (1226) Dō, michi.

Cf. the former with Part II, No. 7 (ix), which will assist in differentiating it from (1226); the sosho form of the latter is, of course, very irregular.

19. 年手手手
(1127) NEN, toshi.  SHU, te.  
[(163)]

Note the extra twirl in the former.
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20. 弥弥珍

BI, iyo iyo.

[(200)]

CHIN, nezurashii.

[(286)]

21. 恺悪忌

TEN, kata jikenashi.

[(98)]

(1228) AKU, nikumu.

22. 念会会

NEN, omou.

[(94)]

(1229) KWAI, au.

23. 慰然然

TAI, waza.

[(97)]

ZEN, shikaru.

[(108)]

24. 慶篤篤

(1230) KEI, ——.

(1231) TOKU, atsu.
25. 拜扶謹呼

(1232) HA1, ogamu.  KIN, tsutsushimu.

[(996)]

Both of these are somewhat reminiscent of No. 19 in this Section.

26. 改改攻攻

KAI, aratameru.  KŌ, semeru.

[(279)]  [(282)]

27. 數取段取毎毎

(1233) SŪ, kazu.  DAN, —.  MAI, goto ni.

[(283)]  [(735)]

28. 曹乃甚夜

(1234) SŌ, —.  (1235) JIN, hanahada.

29. 死犯殆犯

SHI, shinu.  (1236) TAI, hotondo.

[(207)]
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30. 法性諸法
Hō, nori.
SHō, moromoro.

31. 新形躬形
KI, inoru.
KYū, mi.

32. 臨訟論訟
(1237) RIN, nozomu.
RON, agetsurou.

33. 連達遅遅
(1238) REN, tsuranaru.
(1239) TATSU, ——,
(1240) CHI, osoi.

34. 馬方高方
BA, uma.
KO, takai.
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(A refers to Section A, and B to Section B; the numerals to the position of each character in these Sections).

A.
ada, KŌ, 犬 ................. A, 15
agaru, TŌ, 腕 .......... A, 48
agesurou, RON, 论 .......... B, 32
AKU, nikumu, 惡 .......... B, 21
ame, TEN, 天 .......... A, 24
ame, U, 雨 .......... B, 2
aratamaru, KAKU, 落 .......... A, 47
aratameru, KAI, 改 .......... B, 26
arazu, FU, 不 .......... B, 1
aru, ZAI, 在 .......... A, 23
ashita, TAN, 明 .......... A, 3
ATSU, 一, 幹 .......... A, 32
atsui, TOKU, 薄 .......... B, 24
au, KWAI, 会 .......... B, 22

B.
BA, uma, 阿 .............. B, 34
BATSU, kiru, 伐 .......... A, 9
BATSU, sue, 末 .......... A, 40
Bi, iyoio, 脱 .......... A, 20
BO, 一, 笋 .......... A, 45
BO, tsuchi no e, 草 .......... A, 36
BO, u, 卯 .......... A, 20
buchi, HAN, 斑 .......... A, 37

C.
CHI, osoi, 達 ............. B, 33
chikara, RYOKU, 力 .......... A, 17
CHIN, mezarashi, 珍 .......... B, 20
CHIN, noberu, 陳 .......... A, 16
CHÔ, tori, 鳥 .......... A, 43
CHOKU, ne, 直 .......... B, 7
CHÛ, hiru, 紫 .......... A, 39

D.
DAI, kawari, 代 .......... A, 9
DAN, 一, 段 .......... B, 27

DEN, tsutaeru, 傳 .......... A, 13
deru, SHUTSU, 出 .......... B, 10
DO, tsuchi, 土 .......... A, 22
DÔ, michi, 道 .......... B, 18

E.
egaku, GA, 書 .......... A, 39
ETSU, iwaku, 書 .......... A, 38

F.
FU, arazu, 不 .......... B, 1
FU, kashizuku, 傳 .......... A, 13
furui, KO, 古 .......... A, 18
futatsu, NI, 弐 .......... A, 6
futatsu, RYÔ, 両 .......... B, 2

G.
GA, egaku, 書 .......... A, 39
GA, ware, 我 .......... B, 16
gamae, TŌ, 門 .......... A, 49
GEN, hara, 原 .......... B, 5
GEN, maboroshi, 幻 .......... A, 33
GI, yoroshii, 宜 .......... A, 28
GO, uma, 午 .......... A, 19
goto ni, MAI, 每 .......... B, 27
GYû, ushi, 牛 .......... A, 19

H.
HAI, ogamu, 拜 .......... B, 25
hakaru, TAKU, 度 .......... B, 14
HAKU, usui, 薄 .......... A, 45
HAN, 一, 班 .......... A, 37
HAN, buchi, 班 .......... A, 37
hanahada, JIN, 甚 .......... B, 28
hara, GEN, 原 .......... B, 5
hayashi, RIN, 林 .......... B, 4
HEI, hi no e, 丙 .......... B, 2
HI, NICHI, H .......... A, 38
HÎ, saji, 召 .......... A, 1
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H.
hi no e, HEI, 丙 .......................... B, 2
higashi, TO, 東 ......................... A, 41
hikiru, SUI, 師 ......................... A, 31
hiru, CHÜ, 恲 ......................... A, 39
hito, NIN, 人 ......................... A, 7
hitoshii, SEI, 齋 ...................... A, 50
HÖ, kata, 方 ......................... A, 2
HÖ, nori, 法 .......................... B, 30
HÖ, tematsuru, 奉 .................. A, 26
hotondo, TAI, 殊 ...................... B, 29

I.
i, SEI, 井 .......................... B, 4
i, sude ni, 已 ......................... A, 30
ie, KA, 家 .......................... B, 16
iku, KI, 番 .......................... B, 13
ima, KON, 今 ......................... A, 8
imada, MI, 未 ......................... A, 40
IN, shirushi, 印 ...................... A, 20
inoru, KI, 矢 ......................... B, 31
inu, JUTSU, 戊 ....................... A, 36
iru, NYU, 入 ......................... A, 7
ito, SHI, 番 ......................... A, 46
itokenai, YO, 幼 .................... A, 33
iwaku, ETSU, 日 ..................... A, 38
iyoiyo, BI, 弼 ....................... B, 20

J.
JAKU, wakai, 若 ...................... B, 12
JI, mimi, 耳 .......................... B, 3
JI, tera, 寺 .......................... B, 15
JIN, hanahada, 甚 .................. B, 28
JÖ, tsune, 常 ......................... B, 18
JU, mamoru, 戌 ..................... A, 36
JUTSU, inu, 戌 ..................... A, 36

K.
KA, ie, 家 .......................... B, 16
KA, natsu, 夏 ...................... B, 14
kado, MON, 門 ...................... A, 49
KAI, aratameru, 改 ................ B, 26
KAKU, aratamaru, 革 ............... A, 47

kaku, SHO, 書 ...................... A, 39
kammuri, KWA, 冠 .................. A, 15
KAN, 一, 東 ......................... A, 41
KAN, miki, 幹 ...................... A, 32
KAN, tate, 干 ...................... A, 5
kana, SAI, 柝 ...................... B, 13
kanaderu, SÖ, 奏 .................. A, 26
karasu, U, 鳥 ...................... A, 43
kashizuku, FU, 傳 ................ A, 13
kata, HÖ, 方 ........................ A, 2
katajikenashi, TEN, 恭 ........... B, 21
katana, TÖ, 刀 ...................... A, 17
katsu, SHO, 且 .................... A, 3
kawari, DAI, 代 ...................... A, 9
kazu, SÜ, 數 ......................... B, 27
KEI, 一, 卵 ......................... A, 21
KEI, 一, 細 ......................... A, 46
KEI, 一, 虚 ......................... B, 24
KI, iku, 番 ......................... B, 13
KI, inoru, 願 ....................... B, 31
KI, onore, 甲 ....................... A, 30
KI, sude ni, 既 .................... B, 8
KI, sue, 季 ......................... A, 27
KIN, isutsushimu, 謹 ............. B, 25
kiru, BATSU, 伐 .................... A, 9
KO, furui, 古 ....................... A, 18
KO, to, 戸 ......................... A, 29
KO, 一, 侯 ......................... A, 12
KO, ada, 冠 ......................... A, 15
KO, semaru, 攻 ...................... B, 26
KO, sōro, 候 ....................... A, 12
KÖ, takai, 高 ...................... B, 34
kokorozashi, SHI, 志 ............. B, 11
KON, ima, 今 ....................... A, 8
koru, TÖ, 凍 ...................... A, 16
kuru, RAI, 來 ...................... A, 11
kusU, SÖ, 章 ....................... A, 47
kuma, YÜ, 熊 ....................... A, 35
KWA, uri, 瓜 ....................... A, 44
KWAI, au, 會 ...................... B, 22
KWAN, kammuri, 冠 ............. A, 15
KYO, saru, 去 ...................... B, 11
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K.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KYO, miyako, 京</td>
<td>B, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KYO, sakai, 県</td>
<td>A, 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KYO, sato, 郷</td>
<td>A, 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KYO, tsuyoi, 騎</td>
<td>A, 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KI, mi, 躙</td>
<td>B, 31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>maboroshi, GEN, 幻</td>
<td>A, 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAI, goro ni, 毎</td>
<td>B, 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>makaseru, NIN, 任</td>
<td>A, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mamoru, JU, 守</td>
<td>A, 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mamoru, SHU, 守</td>
<td>B, 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAN, yorozu, 万</td>
<td>A, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mEN, yurusu, 免</td>
<td>A, 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mezurashii, CHIN, 珍</td>
<td>B, 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI, imada, 未</td>
<td>A, 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mi, KYO, 躨</td>
<td>B, 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mi, SHI, 己</td>
<td>A, 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>michi, DO, 道</td>
<td>B, 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>migi, YU, 右</td>
<td>B, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miki, KAN, 幹</td>
<td>A, 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mimi, JI, 耳</td>
<td>B, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIN, tami, 民</td>
<td>A, 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mina, SEN, 宍</td>
<td>B, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miyako, KYO, 京</td>
<td>B, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MON, kado, 門</td>
<td>A, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mono, SHA, 葉</td>
<td>B, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moromoro, SHO, 皓</td>
<td>B, 30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nanatsu, SHICHI, 七</td>
<td>A, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naru, SEI, 成</td>
<td>B, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>natsu, KA, 夏</td>
<td>B, 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ne, CHOKU, 直</td>
<td>B, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEN, omou, 念</td>
<td>B, 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEN, toshi, 年</td>
<td>B, 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NI, futatsu, 弐</td>
<td>A, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ni, U, 子</td>
<td>A, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICHIV, hi, 之</td>
<td>A, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nikumu, AKU, 惡</td>
<td>B, 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIN, hito, 人</td>
<td>A, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIN, makaseru, 任</td>
<td>A, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noberu, CHIN, 陳</td>
<td>A, 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noberu, SEN, 宣</td>
<td>A, 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nori, HO, 法</td>
<td>B, 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nozomu, RIN, 臨</td>
<td>B, 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYU, iru, 入</td>
<td>A, 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

O.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ogamu, HAI, 拜</td>
<td>B, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>omou, NEN, 念</td>
<td>B, 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>onore, KI, 己</td>
<td>A, 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>osai, CHI, 促</td>
<td>B, 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>owaru, RYO, 了</td>
<td>B, 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RAI, kuru, 来</td>
<td>A, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAI, suki, 末</td>
<td>A, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REI, seshimeru, 令</td>
<td>A, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REN, tsuranaru, 连</td>
<td>B, 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI, sumomo, 李</td>
<td>A, 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIN, hayashi, 林</td>
<td>B, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIN, nozomu, 臨</td>
<td>B, 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RITSU, tatsu, 立</td>
<td>B, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RON, agetsurou, 論</td>
<td>B, 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RYO, futatsu, 両</td>
<td>B, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RYO, owaru, 了</td>
<td>B, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RYOKU, chikara, 力</td>
<td>A, 17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

S.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAI, 一, 齊</td>
<td>A, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAI, KANA, 漢</td>
<td>B, 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAI, toshi, 隈</td>
<td>B, 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saji, HI, 之</td>
<td>A, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sakai, KYO, 県</td>
<td>A, 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>samurai, SHI, 士</td>
<td>A, 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAN, yama, 山</td>
<td>B, 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAN-JU, 一, 世</td>
<td>A, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saru, KYO, 去</td>
<td>B, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sato, KYO, 郷</td>
<td>A, 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEI, i, 井</td>
<td>B, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEI, naru, 成</td>
<td>B, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEI, hitoshii, 齊</td>
<td>A, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEI, yo, 世</td>
<td>A, 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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S.

seneru, KO, 攻 B, 26
SEN, mina, 亀 B, 7
SEN, noberu, 宣 A, 28
SEN, shimeru, 占 B, 18
soshimeru, REI, 令 A, 8
SHA, mono, 者 B, 11
SHI, 一, 師 A, 31
SHI, ito, 束 A, 46
SHI, kokorozashi, 志 B, 11
SHI, mi, 已 A, 30
SHI, samurai, 士 A, 22
SHI, shikabane, 戸 A, 29
SHI, shimesu, 示 B, 1
SHI, shinu, 死 B, 29
SHI, tsukamatsuru, 仕 A, 10
SHI, uji, 氏 A, 42
SHI, ya, 矢 B, 25
SHI, yamu, 止 B, 17
SHICHI, nanatsu, 七 A, 1
shikabane, SHI, 戸 A, 29
shikara, ZEN, 顯 B, 23
SHIKI, 一, 式 A, 6
shimeru, SEN, 占 A, 18
shimesu, SHI, 示 B, 1
shina, SHI, 死 B, 29
shirushi, IN, 印 A, 20
SHITSU, ushinau, 失 A, 25
SHO, kaku, 賜 A, 39
SHO, katsu, 且 A, 3
SHO, moromoro, 諸 B, 30
SHU, mamoru, 守 B, 15
SHU, te, 手 B, 19
SHUTSU, deru, 出 B, 10
SO, 一, 曹 B, 28
SO, kanaderu, 奏 A, 26
SO, kusa, 草 A, 47
SO, tsume, 爪 A, 44
SOKU, tsukaneru, 東 A, 41
soro, KO, 候 A, 12
SÜ, kazu, 數 B, 27
sude ni, 了, 已 A, 30

sude ni, KI, 穏 B, 8
sue, BATSU, 末 A, 40
sue, KI, 季 A, 27
SUI, hikiiru, 師 A, 31
suki, RAI, 未 A, 11
sumomo, RAI, 未 A, 27

T.

TAI, hotondo, 始 B, 29
TAI, waza 態 A, 35
takai, KÖ, 高 B, 34
TAKU, hakaru, 度 B, 14
tami, MIN, 民 A, 42
tAN, ashita, 旦 A, 3
tatakau, TO, 翌 B, 9
tate, KAN, 干 A, 5
tatematsuru, HO, 奉 A, 26
TATSU, 一, 達 B, 33
tatsu, RITSU, 立 B, 7
te, SHU, 手 B, 19
TEN, ame, 天 A, 24
TEN, katajikenashi, 契 B, 21
tera, JI, 寺 B, 15
to, KO, 戸 A, 29
TO, usagi, 兜 A, 14
TO, agaru, 騰 A, 48
TO-gamae, 間 A, 49
TO, higashi, 東 A, 41
TO, katana, 刀 A, 17
TO, koru, 冷 A, 16
TO, tatakau, 剣 B, 9
TO, utsusu, 動 A, 48
TOKU, 一, 惣 B, 7
TOKU, atsui, 養 B, 24
tori, CHO, 鳥 A, 43
toshi, NEN, 年 B, 19
toshi, SAI, 歳 B, 13
tsuchi, DO, 土 A, 22
tsuchi no e, BO, 戦 A, 36
tskamatsuru, SHI, 仕 A, 10
tskaneru, SOKU, 東 A, 41
tsume, SO, 爪 A, 44
INDEX TO PART III.—Continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T.</th>
<th></th>
<th>B.</th>
<th>A.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tsune, Jō, 常</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsuranaru, REN, 連</td>
<td></td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsutaeru, DEN, 傳</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsutsushimu, KIN, 譽</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsuyoi, KYŌ, 彫</td>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>U.</th>
<th></th>
<th>B.</th>
<th>A.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U, ame, 雨</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u, Bō, 卯</td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U, karasu, 鳥</td>
<td></td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U, ni, 于</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uji, SHI, 氏</td>
<td></td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uma, BA, 馬</td>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uma, GO, 午</td>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uri, KWA, 瓜</td>
<td></td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usagi, TO, 兎</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ushi, GYŪ, 牛</td>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ushinau, SHITSU, 失</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usui, HAKU, 瀬</td>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>utsusu, TŌ, 膀</td>
<td></td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W.</th>
<th></th>
<th>B.</th>
<th>A.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wakai, JAKU, 若</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wakajini, YŌ, 天</td>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ware, GA, 我</td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waza, TAI, 態</td>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Y.</th>
<th></th>
<th>A.</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ya, SHI, 矢</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yama, SAN, 山</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yamu, SHI, 止</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yo, SEI, 世</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YO, itokenai, 幼</td>
<td></td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YŌ, wakajini, 天</td>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yoroshii, GI, 宜</td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yorozu, MAN, 万</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YU, kuma, 熊</td>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YU, migi, 右</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yurusu, MEN, 免</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Z.</th>
<th></th>
<th>A.</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZAI, aru, 在</td>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZEN, shikaru, 然</td>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZON, 一, 存</td>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Part IV
Contents of Part IV.

A supplementary list of characters, arranged under their radicals.

(1242 to 1804)
1. 1  2  3  4  5

ICHİ, hitotsu.  (1242)

SAN, mitsu.  (1243)

JŌ, ue.  (1244)

KA, shita.  (1245)

JŌ, take.  (1246)

CHŪ, ushi.  (1247)

HEI, narabi ni.  (1248)
PART IV.

2. 乃久之守

3. ouchi.

4. 乃久之守

NAI, sunawachi. (1249)

KYū, hisashi. (1250)

SHI, no. (1251)

KO, ka. (1252)

Jō, noru. (1253)
5. 乙乙乙 乳乳乳
   OTSU, *ki no to.* (1254)
   KU, *kokonotsu.* (1255)
   KITSU, *kou.* (1256)
   NYŪ, *chichi.* (1257)

6. 予予予 事事事
   YO, *ware.* (1258)
   JI, *koto.* (1259)
PART IV.

7.  

二 二 二

五 五 五

亚 亚 亚

NI, futatsu.  (1260)

GO, itsutsu.  (1261)

GO, tagai ni.  (1262)

A, -.  (1263)

8.  

亡 亡

Bō, horobu.  (1264)
PART IV.

9.

人に

—, yotte. (1265)

JIN, —. (1266)

KAI, tasuke. (1267)

DŌ, onaji. (1268)

I, motte. (1269)

I, —. (1270)

KEN, kudan. (1271)

KYŌ, aogu. (1272)

* Abbreviated form of 同, [1349].
9.—(Cont.)

休保休
伸伸伸
余仮仮仮
位位位位
供供供供
使使使使
佩佩佩佩
依依依依

KYŪ, yasumu. (1273)
SHIN, noberu. (1274)
YO, ware. (1275)
I, kurai. (1276)
SA, tasukeru. (1277)
KYŌ, tomo. (1278)
SHI, tsukai. (1279)
HAI, obiru. (1280)
I, yoru. (1281)
PART IV.

9.—(Cont.)

BIN, tayori.  (1282)

SOKU, unagasu.  (1283)

HŌ, tamotsu.  (1284)

BAI, masu.  (1285)

SHŪ, osameru.  (1286)

KA, kari.  (1287)

BI, sonoeru.  (1288)

SAI, unagasu.  (1289)
9.—(Cont.)

PART IV.

JIN, mama. (1290)

Yū, masaru. (1291)

10.

GEN, moto. (1292)

KEI, ani. (1293)

SEN, saki. (1294)

Kō, hikari. (1295)

KOKU, katsu. (1296)

NI, ko. (1297)
11. 八

12. 八

HACHI, yatsu. (1298)

ROKU, matsu. (1299)

KŌ, őyake. (1300)

KYŌ, tomo. (1301)

HEI, tsuwamono. (1302)

KI, sono. (1303)

GU, sonoeru. (1304)

TEN, nori. (1305)
PART IV.

13. 门
再
SAI, futatabi.  (1306)

14. 一

REI, hieru.  (1307)

15. 冷
冷
KI, tsukue.  (1308)

16. 几
几
几
几
几
几
几
几
几
几
几
几
几
几
几
几
几
几
几
几
GAI, kachidoki.  (1310)
PART IV.

17.  山

KYO, —. (1311)

KAN, hako. (1312)

18.  刀

KEI, —. (1313)

SEI, —. (1314)

KOKU, kizamu. (1315)

SOKU, sunawachi. (1316)
19. 力

Kō, isaoshi. (1317)

KA, kuwaeru. (1318)

RETSU, otoru. (1319)

JO, tasukeru. (1320)

DO, tsutome. (1321)

Yū, isamashi. (1322)

BEN, tsutome. (1323)
PART IV.

19.—(Cont.)

勃 勃 勃 CHOKU, mikotonori.  (1324)

動 助 高 DO, ugoku.  (1325)

務 羽 助 MU, tsutome.  (1326)

勝 待 SHŌ, katsu.  (1327)

20.

勿勿 KOTSU, nakare.  (1328)
PART IV.

21. 北北北北
    HOKU, kita. (1329)

22. 北
    KWA, kawaru. (1380)

23. 北
    KYŌ, tadasu. (1331)

293
24. 十

SHÔ, masu. (1333)

25. ト

TAKU, —. (1334)

HI, iyashii. (1335)

BOKU, uranau. (1337)

NAN, minami. (1336)
PART IV.

26. KYAKU, kaette. (1338)

27. SOKU, sunawachi. (1339)

28. EN, itou. (1340)

SAN, mairu. (1341)
PART IV.

29. 又

29. 又又友又

Yū, mata. (1342)

SA, ——. (1343)

Yū, tomo. (1344)

JU, ukeru. (1345)

取又友 友 SHU, toru. (1346)

30. 口
PART IV.

30.—(Cont.)

SHI, ——. (1347)

KICHI, yoshi. (1348)

DŌ, onaji. (1349)

RI, ——. (1350)

KŌ, mukau. (1351)

TEI, ——. (1352)

GO, ware. (1353)

KUN, kiimi. (1354)

GO, kure. (1355)
PART IV.

GAN, fukumu. (1356)

WA, yawaragu. (1357)

MEI, inochi. (1358)

HIN, shina. (1359)

AI, kanashimu. (1360)

IN, kazu. (1361)

I, tada. (1362)

MON, tou. (1363)

KEI, hiraku. (1364)
PART IV.

30.—(Cont.)

SHŌ, akinat. (1365)

ZEN, yoi. (1366)

KI, yorokobu. (1367)

KA, yomisu. (1368)

31.

SHI, yotsu. (1369)

KWAI, meguru. (1370)

YEN, maroi. (1371)
PART IV.

32. 土

ZA, suwaru. (1372)

KIN, hitoshi. (1373)

KI, motoi. (1374)

Jō, ba. (1375)

Hō, mukuyu. (1376)

SOKU, fusagu. (1377)

33. 士
PART IV.

33.—(Cont.)

JIN, mizu no e.  (1378)

SŌ, sakan.  (1379)

ICHI, hitotsu.  (1380)

34.

35.

36.

SEKI, yube.  (1381)

GWAI, hoka.  (1382)
SHUKU, *tsuto ni.*  

YA, *yo.*  

MU, *yume.*  

FU, *sore.*  

Ō, *nakaba.*  

NA, —.
PART IV.

38. 女

DA, ——. (1389)

MYŌ, tae. (1390)

I, odosu. (1391)

39. 子

KO, ana. (1392)

KŌ, ——. (1393)
40.

TAKU, yake. (1394)

K WAN, m attashi. (1395)

EN, ate. (1396)

KYū, miya. (1397)

EN, sakamori. (1398)

SHUKU, yado. (1399)

KI, yoru. (1400)

IN, yora. (1401)
40.—(Cont.)

MITSU, hisoka. (1402)

KAN, samui. (1403)

JITSU, —. (1404)

NEI, mushiro. (1405)

KWAN, yuruyaka. (1406)

41.

I, ——. (1407)

DŌ, michibiku. (1408)
42. 小 小 少 小

SHÔ, chiisai. (1409)

SHÔ, sukoshi. (1410)

SEN, sukunai. (1411)

43. 尤 尤 尤 尤

YÜ, mottomo. (1412)

SHU, tsuku. (1413)
PART IV.

44.

尺又
尽 履 履 履 履 履 履

SHAKU, ——. (1414)

JIN, tsukusu. (1415)

KAI, todokeru. (1416)

TEN, noberu. (1417)

RU, shibashiba. (1418)

RI, fumu. (1419)

ZOKU, tsuku. (1420)

* abbreviated form of 盛, [(1571)].
45. GAKU, *take.* (1421)

46. GAN, *kishi.* (1422)

47. GAN, *iwa.* (1423)

SEN, *kawa.* (1424)
PART IV.

48.

工

KŌ, takumi. (1425)

SA, hidari. (1426)

KYO, ōi nari. (1427)

SA, sashi. (1428)

49.

己

50.

市

SHI, ichi. (1429)
PART IV.

50.—(Cont.)

HAN, ho. (1430)

SEKI, mushiro. (1431)

51.

KO, saiwa. (1432)

52.

KO, ka no e. (1433)

53.

KO, yasui. (1434)
54. 延廷

TEI, —. (1435)

55. 十世世弊弊

HI-JŪ, —. (1436)

NEI, yaburu. (1437)

56. 弋
PART IV.

57.
弓

弱硒

JAKU, yowar.  
(1438)

58.

GEN, hiko.  
(1439)

59.


60.

役骸

YAKU, —.  
(1440)
PART IV.

60.—(Cont.)

御沸古
復復反
微微
德治法

GYÔ, on. (1441)
FUKU, kaeru. (1442)
BI, kasuka. (1443)
TOKU, ——. (1444)

61.

心
忘忘
忽忽
急急

BÔ, wasureru. (1445)
KOTSU, tachimachi. (1446)
KYÜ, isogu. (1447)
61.—(Cont.)

恩
息
悉
於
生
直
意
面
應

ON, ——.

(1448)

SOKU, iki.

(1449)

SHITSU, kotogotoku.

(1450)

KEI, megumu.

(1451)

AI, itsukushima.

(1452)

RYO, omompakaru.

(1453)

ō, kotaeru.

(1454)

62.
PART IV.

62.—(Cont.)

戈戈戈 KWA, hoko. (1455)

或或或 IKU, aruiwa. (1456)

63.

戶戸戸 Bō, fusa. (1457)

64.

手手手 SAI, —. (1458)

才才才 BEN, —. (1459)
PART IV.

64.—(Cont.)

抑 抑 招

YOKU, *somosomo*. (1460)

挨 招

AI, —. (1461)

捜 捜 捜

SATSU, —. (1462)

捜 接 捲

SHA, *suteru*. (1463)

捜 接 捨

SETSU, —. (1464)

掛 据 据

KEI, *kakaru*. (1465)

携 据 据

KEI, *tazusaeru*. (1466)

撰 撰 撰

SEN, *erabu*. (1467)

65.

支
4
PART

IV.

HO,

V\

^

hanatsu.

SEI, matsurigoto.

(1469)

KAN,

aete.

(1470)

chiru.

(1471)

SAN,

%

317

1468)

KEI, uyamau.

(1472)

SEI, totonou.

(1473)

BUN,

(1474)

fumi.


PART IV.

68. 斗 斗 斗 斗
    TO, hakaru. (1475)

69. 料 料 料 料
    RYO, hakaru. (1476)

70. 斗 斗 斗 斗
    SEN, meguru. (1477)

    旋 披 披
    ZOKU, yakara. (1478)

    旗 旗 旗
    KI, hata. (1479)
71. 无

72. 春 春 春 春 春
PART IV.

72.—(Cont.)

KA, itoma. (1487)

ZAN, shibaraku. (1488)

REKI, koyomi. (1489)

KYOKU, magaru. (1490)

KÔ, sara ni. (1491)

SAI, mottomo. (1492)

BÔ, nozomu. (1493)
HON, moto.  (1494)

SATSU, fuda.  (1495)

KI, tsukue.  (1496)

DA, ——.  (1497)

SAN, sugi.  (1498)

SHŌ, matsu.  (1499)

MAI, ——.  (1500)

BŌ, soregashi.  (1501)
75.—(Cont.)

PART IV.

SA, ——.  (1502)

AN, ——.  (1503)

Jō, kudari.  (1504)

SHIN, mori.  (1505)

GYō, waza.  (1506)

RAKU, tanoshimu.  (1507)

Yō, sama.  (1508)

JU, ki.  (1509)

UTSU, ——.  (1510)
PART IV.

76. 欠款歌歌歌

Kwan, —. (1511)

77. 止正正此歩歩歩歩

Ka, uta. (1512)

SHO, masa. (1513)

SHI, kono. (1514)

HO, ayumu. (1515)

BU, takeshi. (1516)

REKI, heru. (1517)
78. BO, *haha.*

79. DOKU, ——.

80. MŌ, *ke.*

81. GŌ, *sukoshi.*

82.
83. 氏

84. 氣

85. 水

KI, ——. (1522)

KYU, motomeru. (1523)

BOTSU, ——. (1524)

TAI, yutaka. (1525)

HA, ——. (1526)
PART IV.

85.—(Cont.)

RYū, nagare. (1527)

SHIN, fukai. (1528)

KON, ——. (1529)

TEN, soeru. (1530)

TO, wataru. (1531)

ON, atataka. (1532)

MAN, mitsuru. (1533)

TAI, todokōru. (1534)

RO, moru. (1535)
PART IV.

85.—(Cont.)

ZEN, yoyaku. (1536)

EN, noberu. (1537)

86.

RETSU, hageshii. (1538)

SHŌ, kogasu. (1539)

SHŌ, teru. (1540)

87.

爪
PART IV.

87.—(Cont.)

争単為み為

Sō, arasou. (1541)

琴音

1, tame. (1542)

SHAKU, ——. (1543)

88.

父

FU, chichi. (1544)

89.

父

SO, sawayaka. (1545)
PART IV.

90. HEN, *kata.* (1546)

91. BUTSU, *mono.* (1548)

92. GA, *kiba.* (1547)

93. BOKU, *maki.* (1549)
94. 
DOKU, *hitori*.
(1550)

95. 
Jū, *kemono*.
(1551)

96. 
JI, *koko ni*.
(1552)

97. 
SOTSU, *hikiiru*.
(1553)
98.  瓦
    瓦 瓦 瓦 GA, kawara. (1554)

99.  甘
    甘 甘 甘 KAN, amai. (1555)

100. 生

101. 用
    用 用 YO, mochiiru. (1566)
KO, 『ki no e』. (1557)

SHIN, 『mosu』. (1558)

DAN, 『otoko』. (1559)

I, 『kashikomaru』. (1560)

KAI, 『sakai』. (1561)

I, 『koto naru』. (1562)
103.—(Cont.)

疑鹿符

GI, utogau. (1563)

104.

广

KI, mizu no to. (1564)

105.

癸受登空登煮

TŌ, noboru. (1565)

106.

白

HATSU, —. (1566)
PART IV.

106.—(Cont.)

皆は皆

KAI, mina. (1567)

107.

皮

BEI, sara. (1568)

108.

盟

EKI, masumasu. (1569)

盟

MEI, chikau. (1570)

目

JIN, tsukusu. (1571)

109.
MOKU, me.  (1572)

SŌ, ai.  (1573)

SHŌ, kaerimuru.  (1574)

BI, mayu.  (1575)

KEN, kaerimuru.  (1576)

TOKU, tadasu.  (1577)

BOKU, muzumashii.  (1578)
PART IV.

110.—(Cont.)

矛 孕

MU, hoko.

(1579)

111.

矢 矩 绳

KU, —.

(1580)

112.

石 砌 磨 砭 磐

—, migiri.

(1581)

SO, ishizue.

(1582)

113.

示
PART IV.

113.—(Cont.)

SHIN, kami. (1583)

SHUKU, iwau. (1584)

HYO, fuda. (1585)

114.

KIN, tori. (1586)

115.

KWA, shina. (1587)
SHŪ, aki.  

HI, —.  

KI, mare.  

BOKU, yawaragu.  

KEI, kangaeru.  

TŌ, ine.  

KYŪ, kiwameru.  

TOTSU, tsuku.
117.

立

章 来

端 端

競 競

SHŌ, akira. (1596)

TAN, hashi. (1597)

KYŌ, kison. (1598)

118.

竹

筋 腰

算 算

節 節

KIN, suji. (1599)

SAN, kazoeru. (1600)

SETSU, fushi. (1601)

KAN, erabu. (1602)
PART IV.

119. 米粒を
RYU, tsubu. (1603)

KOH, kurenai. (1605)

120. 米糸
RYO, kate. (1604)

JUN, mappara. (1606)

SAKU, motomeru. (1607)

RUI, kasaneru. (1608)
120.—(Cont.)

細田細

絶絶

統統

結結

縮縮

縛縛

総總

SAI, komakai. (1609)

ZETSU, tatsu. (1610)

TÔ, suberu. (1611)

KETSU, musubu. (1612)

KEN, agata. (1613)

SHUKU, chijimu. (1614)

RU, ——. (1615)

SÔ, subete. (1616)
PART IV.

122. 置

HI, makaru. (1617)

123. 萤

RI, kakaru. (1618)

124. 羽

SEN, urayama. (1619)

○, okina. (1620)

YOKU, tsubasa. (1621)
PART IV.

125. 老 Rō, oiru. (1622)

126. 考考考考而而而而耐耐耐耐

127. 来 Mō, heru. (162b)
PART IV.

128. 聳聖愛愛 聴泥破

SEI, hijiri. (1627)

130. 肉胸庖胳膊脅

KYŌ, mune. (1630)

KYŌ, obiyakasu. (1631)

NŌ, ——. (1632)
131.

臣

臣玉

臥認认

SHIN, omi. (1633)

GWA, fusu. (1634)

132.

自

自自自

JI, mizukara. (1635)

133.

至

至至至

DAI, utena. (1636)
PART IV.

134.

白
白
白
白

與
與
興
興

舉
舉

KYŪ, usu. (1637)
YO, ataru. (1638)
KO, okoru. (1639)
KYO, aguru. (1640)

135.

舌

136.

舛
136.—(Cont.)

BU, mau.  (1641)

137.

TEI, ——.  (1642)

138.

SHOKU, iro.  (1643)
PART IV.

140.

KU, kurushimu.  (1644)

EI, hanabusa.  (1645)

CHA, ——.  (1646)

KÔ, arai.  (1647)

KIKU, ——.  (1648)

KWA, hana.  (1649)

ZÔ, kura.  (1650)

TO, fuji.  (1651)
141. 唐号继续

Gō, yobu. (1652)

142. 虫蜀蜀

SHOKU, —. (1653)

143. 血血血血

KETSU, chi. (1654)

SHŪ, moromoro. (1655)
行

Kō, okonau. (1656)

術

Jutsu, sube. (1657)

法

Gai, chimata. (1658)

衡

Shō, tsuku. (1659)

145.

衣

Chū, uchi. (1660)

衰

Sui, otoroitu. (1661)
PART IV.

145.—(Cont.)

Sō, yosooi. (1662)

SEI, ——. (1663)

HO, homeru. (1664)

146.

SAI, nishi. (1665)

YO, kaname. (1666)

FUKU, kutsugaeru. (1667)

147.

見
PART IV.

148.

TAKU, ——.  (1668)

KYO, yurusu.  (1669)

SETSU, mokeru.  (1670)

SHI, kokoromiru.  (1671)

TAKU, wabiru.  (1672)

NIN, shitatameru.  (1673)

GO, ayamaru.  (1674)
PART IV.

149.—(Cont.)

GO, kataru. (1675)

RYO, ——. (1676)

GI, ——. (1677)

DAKU, ubenau. (1678)

SHA, ——. (1679)

SHŌ, ——. (1680)

150.

151.
PART IV.

151.—(Cont.)

豆豆

豊喜若

TO. mana.  (1681)

HŌ, yuiaku.  (1682)

152.

永

153.

身

154.

貝

貸貸貸貸

TAI, kasu.  (1683)

HI, tsuiyasu.  (1684)
PART IV.

154.—(Cont.)

資, tasuke.

SH1, tasuke.

(1685)

賬, nigiwau.

SHIN, nigiwau.

(1686)

賓, marebito.

HIN, marebito.

(1687)

賛, tasukeru.

SAN, tasukeru.

(1688)

鉄, tanomu.

RAI, tanomu.

(1689)

赤, akai.

SEKI, akai.

(1690)

赤, akai.

SHA, yurusu.

(1691)

赤, akai.

TAN, akai.

(1692)
PART IV.

156.
走越我絳
ETSU, koweru.

越我絳
SÜ, washiru.

157.
足距踏踏
KYO, saru.

踏踏
TŌ, fumu.

踏踏
CHO, tamērau.

158.
身
PART IV.

159.  

ATSU, kishiru.  
(1698)

RYO, —.  
(1699)

KWATSU, kusabi.  
(1700)

YO, —.  
(1701)

REKI, kishiru.  
(1702)

160.  

SHIN, karai.  
(ka no to)  
(1703)

BEN, wakimaeru.  
(1704)
PART IV.

161.

辰

辰 原 麪 蘇

SHIN, tatsu. (1705)

JOKU, katajikenai. (1706)

NO, ——. (1707)

162.

走

走 速 速 速 速

JIN, ——. (1708)

U, ——. (1709)

JUN, meguru. (1710)
PART IV.

162.—(Cont.)

KIN, chikai.  (1711)

GEI, mukaeru.  (1712)

JUTSU, noberu.  (1713)

SO, okuru.  (1714)

MEI, mayou.  (1715)

TSUI, ou.  (1716)

SOKU, sumiyaka.  (1717)

SHIN, susumu.  (1718)

UN, hakobu.  (1719)
(Cont.)

TEI, tagai. (1720)

KEN, yaru. (1721)

Sō, au. (1722)

SEN, erabu. (1723)

SEN, utsuru. (1724)

KWAN, kaeru. (1725)

HEN, he. (1726)
PART IV.

163.—(Cont.)

HO, kuni. (1727)

NA, nanzo. (1728)

GUN, kōri. (1729)

164.

YŪ, hiyomi no tori. (1730)

KAN, takenawa. (1731)

165.

SHAKU, toku. (1732)
PART IV.

166. 里 RI, sato. (1733)

167. 重 JU, omoi. (1734)

168. 野 YA, no. (1735)

168. 量 RYŌ, hakaru. (1736)

168. 金 ROKU, shirusu. (1737)

長 長
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168.—(Cont.)

PART IV.

169. CHŌ, nagai. (1738)

170. KWAN, seki. (1739)

171. BŌ, fusegu. (1740)

172. KŌ, kudaru. (1741)

173. IN, —. (1742)

174. SHŌ, noboru. (1743)

175. HEI, kizahashi. (1744)
PART IV.

RIKU, kuga. (1745)

IN, kage. (1746)

BAI, ——. (1747)

RYU, takashi. (1748)

SHO, sawari. (1749)

RIN, tonari. (1750)

ZUI, shitagau. (1751)

IN, kakuru. (1752)

171.
PART IV.

172. JAKU, suzume. (1753)

173. GA, miyabi. (1754)

173. KO, yatou. (1755)

174. REI, ---. (1756)
PART IV.

175. MEN, omote. (1757)

176. KWA, katsu. (1758)

177. o, —. (1759)

178.

179.
PART IV.

180. ON, oto. (1760)

181. JUN, shitagau. (1761)

YO, azukaru. (1762)

RYO, ——. (1763)

HIN, shikiri. (1764)

TŌ, kashira. (1765)
PART IV.

181.—(Cont.)

顔裁
題別
類顔
顧顔
顔顔

GAN, kao. (1766)

DAI, hitai. (1767)

RUI, tagui. (1768)

GWAN, negau. (1769)

KO, kaerimuru. (1770)

KEN, arawasu. (1771)

182.

風

風風

FU, kaze. (1772)
PART IV.

183. HI, *tobu.* (1773)

184. HON, *hirugaeru.* (1774)

185. SHOKU, *kazaru.* (1775)

SEN, *hanamuke.* (1776)

SHU, *kubi.* (1777)
PART IV.

186. 香
香 香 香
KO, ka. (1778)

KEI, kaoru. (1779)

187. 馬
騾 騾 騾 騾
JUN, nareru. (1780)

188. 骨
骨 骨 骨 骨
KOTSU, hone. (1781)

TAI, karada. (1782)
189. 

白髪

190. 

髪

HATSU, kami. (1783)

191. 

鬼

192. 

鬼

193. 

鬼

194. 

鬼

KI, oni. (1784)
PART IV.

194.—(Cont.)

魁 削

KWAI, sakigake. (1785)

魂 魂 魂 魂

KON, tamashir. (1786)

195.

魚 魚 魚 魚 魚

RO, oroka. (1787)

196.

鳥 鳥 鳥 鳥 鳥

197.

卤 鹿 鹿 鹿 鹿

RO, ——. (1788)

鹽 話 讀

EN, shio. (1789)
198. 鹿

鹿

ROKU, shika. (1790)

REI, utsukushii. (1791)

199. 麦

麦

BAKU, mugi. (1792)

KIKU, koji. (1793)

200. 麻

麻
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PART IV.

201.

202.

203.

204.

KOKU, kuroi. (1794)

MOKU, modasu. (1795)

TO, —. (1796)
PART IV.

205. BIN, tsutomeru. (1797)

206. TEI, kanae. (1798)

207. KO, tsuzumi. (1799)

208. SO, nezumi. (1800)
PART IV.

209. 鼻

鼻

鼻


BI, hana. (1801)

210. 齊

齢

齢

齢

齢

齢

SHI, ha. (1302)

211. 齒

齢

齢

齢

齢

齢

REI, yowai. (1803)

212. 龍
213. 龟

龟

KI, *kame.* (1804)

214. 亀

亀

亀
Postscript.

The actual kaisho characters in the book are the work of Mr. Terukichi Harakawa.